A safe food supply is essential for a healthy society. Our food system is replete with different types of risk, yet food safety is often narrowly understood as encompassing only foodborne illness and other risks related directly to food ingestion. This Article argues for a more comprehensive definition of food safety, one that includes not just acute, ingestion-related risks, but also whole-diet cumulative ingestion risks, and cradle-to-grave risks of food production and disposal. This broader definition, which we call “Food System Safety,” draws under the header of food safety a variety of historically siloed, and under-regulated, food system issues including nutrition, environmental protection, and workplace safety. The current narrow approach to food safety is inadequate. First, it contributes to irrational resource allocation among food system risks. Second, it has collateral consequences for other food system risks, and, third, its limited focus can undermine efforts to achieve narrow food safety. A comprehensive understanding of food safety illuminates the complex interactions between narrow food safety and other areas of food system health risks. We argue that such an understanding could facilitate improved allocation of resources and assessment of tradeoffs, and ultimately support better health and safety outcomes for more people. We offer a variety of structural and institutional mechanisms for embedding this approach into federal agency action.
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INTRODUCTION

A child contracts Salmonella poisoning after eating a hamburger. A man is diagnosed with diabetes after several decades of sugar overconsumption. A resident of a community with an animal feedlot has an asthma attack exacerbated by particulate air pollutants from the feedlot. Which of these three people got sick because food is unsafe? There is a strong democratic consensus that a safe food supply is essential for the maintenance of a healthy and prosperous society. But what does “food safety” mean? And how does that definition shape food policy?

In the United States, “food safety” is often understood as encompassing only foodborne illness. Our food system, however, is susceptible to a broad range of dangers, suggesting that “food safety” could be defined in a variety of ways. In this Article, we posit three theoretical food safety categories. First, narrow food safety refers to acute ingestion-related illness such as microbial contamination from consumption of a single food item. Second, intermediate food safety refers to whole-diet, cumulative ingestion-related risks that accrue over time, such as diabetes or cancer. Finally, broad food safety includes risks that arise from food production or disposal, the impacts of which are felt before and after the point of ingestion. In this Article, we map these three categories, which together we call “Food System Safety,” onto the existing structures of food regulation, and we demonstrate how adopting a food safety definition encompassing all three categories could improve health outcomes.

US food regulation addresses the three categories of food safety under the distinct policy siloes of food safety, nutrition, environmental protection, and workplace safety. The traditional food safety regulatory framework addresses narrow food safety, concerns related to foodborne illness and acute toxicity, and incorporates some elements of intermediate food safety, particularly those related to carcinogenic food additives. Traditional food safety in general and narrow food safety in particular dominate the regulatory regime. Although fifteen different agencies have some regulatory authority in this area, the two most important are the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the Department of Agriculture (USDA), which both use a variety of prescriptive regulatory tools to protect consumers from contaminated foods.1 This Article focuses primarily on the FDA, the agency responsible for the safety of the largest share of the food supply.2

1. See RENÉE JOHNSON, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RS22600, THE FEDERAL FOOD SAFETY SYSTEM: A PRIMER 1 (2016) (noting that “[f]ederal responsibility for food safety rests primarily with the [FDA] and the [USDA]”). The USDA oversees food safety primarily through its Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS), which regulates safety of meat, poultry, and unshelled eggs and egg products. Id. at 5–6 (noting that the FDA has jurisdiction over shelled eggs). The “bifurcated system” of food safety dates back to the early 1900s, when Congress divided jurisdiction between the FDA (then the USDA’s Bureau of Chemistry) and the USDA (then the USDA’s Bureau of Animal Industry). Id. at 2.
2. See id. at 1. The FDA oversees approximately 80 percent of the US food supply, including the labeling of most domestic and imported foods other than meat and poultry. Id. at 4 (noting that the
Nutrition law covers the remainder of intermediate food safety. The FDA and the USDA address nutrition primarily through education, labeling, and voluntary incentive programs. Finally, to the extent broad food safety is regulated, it is addressed through environmental protection and workplace safety. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulate some aspects of workers’ safety in food production, particularly those related to pesticide use. The USDA also regulates the environmental aspects of food production through voluntary incentive-based programs. Many aspects of broad food safety are unregulated or under-regulated.

This Article argues that drawing these issues together into “Food System Safety” will result in a safer food system. Currently, even where risks in the intermediate and broad food safety categories are more severe and more widespread, narrow food safety receives greater funding and more aggressive regulatory measures. A Food System Safety approach will facilitate better resource allocation and regulatory decisions. We also argue that by prioritizing narrow food safety, current regulatory approaches both undermine policy goals in other arenas, and, in some cases, undercut narrow food safety itself by failing to appreciate the complex causal relationships among the various types of food system health risks. A unified approach to food safety could better illuminate the interconnections between these historically distinct issues, which all relate to the same food system activities.

Food System Safety offers a paradigmatic case for evaluating risk management in modern society: it is a complex problem, with nebulous causal chains, paltry and imprecise data, and inequitably distributed benefits and burdens. In this sense, regulating food is no different than regulating any other area of consumer protection. We ask the same core questions here as we would in any area of health and safety regulation: how do we equitably maximize benefits from limited regulatory resources? How do we account for the unintended consequences of regulatory choices? How do we ensure that our regulatory strategies are not so narrowly conceived that they are counterproductive?

So why focus on food? First, food regulation as a whole is undertheorized, and the problems described in this Article have significant consequences. Although there is a robust literature in each of the traditional policy areas that make up food-related health—food safety, nutrition, environmental protection, and worker safety—the legal literature
Second, food safety regulation offers a particularly stark example of the problems associated with myopic risk management. Dividing food system health risks into isolated regulatory categories makes it more difficult for regulators to understand how risks interact with each other and exacerbates the challenges of implementing rational health and safety regulation. Even where regulators do attempt to assess tradeoffs, they typically begin with a primary policy priority, usually narrow food safety, and then examine other policy concerns in light of that goal. How we define “food safety” thus establishes the scope of regulatory missions. A limited definition intensifies agency “tunnel examining the interaction of food safety with other food-related health issues is limited. Only a handful of legal scholars have begun to call for this approach. See, e.g., Laurie J. Beyranevand & Emily M. Broad Leib, Making the Case for a National Food Strategy in the United States, 72 FOOD & DRUG L.J. 225, 226–29 (2017) (explaining that several food law and policy articles “focus on discrete food system issues, such as food safety” and arguing that there are a variety of challenges associated with an “uncoordinated approach” to food); Bruce Friedrich & Stefanie Wilson, Coming Home to Roost: How the Chicken Industry Hurts Chickens, Humans, and the Environment, 22 ANIMAL L. 103, 119–28, 143–57 (2015) (examining the range of human health and environmental effects of modern chicken production); Margaret Sova McCabe, Foodshed Foundations: Law’s Role in Shaping Our Food System’s Future, 22 FORDHAM ENVTL. L. REV. 563, 589 (2011) (introducing a foodshed model and “inviting readers to imagine how a foodshed might help us realize a sustainable, efficient, and healthful food system”); Margot J. Pollans, Regulating Farming: Balancing Food Safety and Environmental Protection in a Cooperative Governance Regime, 50 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 399 (2015) [hereinafter Pollans, Regulating Farming] (examining tradeoffs between food safety and environmental protection in the new Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) regime); Gabriela Steier, Dead People Don’t Eat: Food Governmentenomics and Conflicts-of-Interest in the USDA and FDA, 7 PITT. J. ENVTL. PUB. HEALTH L. 1, 50 (2012) (arguing that fragmentation of food regulatory authority makes it easier for “Big Food” to achieve regulatory capture). Beyond the legal literature, there is a growing debate about the need for a systems approach to understanding and regulating food-related public health. See infra Part III.A (discussing calls for a systems approach).


6. This division of food system health risks parallels the problems of agencies separating a larger project into smaller steps during environmental impact assessments. If a project is too subdivided, it may appear to have a smaller impact than it actually does. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(b)(7) (2018) (“Significance cannot be avoided by . . . breaking [an action] down into small component parts.”). The same problem exists in cost-benefit analysis. Changes in scope of analysis can lead to wildly disparate results. See, e.g., Rascoff & Revesz, supra note 5, at 1763 (observing that cost-benefit analysis tends to exclude analysis of “ancillary benefits”).

7. “Throughout its history FDA has had essentially the same assignment: to assure that the products it regulates are safe and truthfully labeled.” PETER BARTON HUTT ET AL., FOOD AND DRUG LAW: CASES AND MATERIALS 4 (4th ed. 2014).

8. We contend that the definition of food safety matters. Without redefinition, we might preserve existing policy silos and ensure that intermediate and broad food safety risks are better addressed by giving them more robust attention elsewhere. But such a solution, though perhaps an improvement on the status quo, would be undesirable. The vocabulary used to define food safety controls the scope of the conversation not only by prioritizing certain kinds of risks over others, but also by predetermining which federal agencies play primary roles. Problem definition signals who should
vision,” giving regulators permission to prioritize narrow food safety over other food system health risks and, sometimes, to ignore or shortchange those other risks in the very decision-making processes designed to foster incorporation of broader considerations.9

We argue that the urgent need to address our most prevalent and costly food-related health concerns, such as diabetes, heart disease, antibiotic resistance, and air and water pollution, merits a more expansive definition of food safety, what we call “Food System Safety.” This Article maps the relationships between traditional areas of food system health—food safety, nutrition, environmental protection, and workplace safety—and reframes all of these areas as aspects of Food System Safety.

Part I of this Article begins with a description of the full range of food system health risks. It classifies them into three categories: (1) narrow; (2) intermediate; and (3) broad, and it describes current regulatory approaches to each. This discussion demonstrates that narrow food safety receives more robust and comprehensive regulatory treatment than other food system health risks. Part I then draws on history, politics, and economics to understand why narrow food safety dominates.

Part II illustrates the consequences of this constrained regulatory focus. Part II argues that resource allocation does not match risk severity, that prioritizing narrow food safety results in undesirable tradeoffs with nutrition, environmental protection, and workplace safety, and that designing solutions to narrow food safety that do not take a full systems view can, ironically, undermine narrow food safety itself.

Finally, Part III presents proposals for reform that could more strategically deploy resources to reduce food system health risks. It begins by arguing for the importance of changing the definition of food safety to encompass the broader set of food system risks described throughout, and then offers suggestions for participate in the conversation, controls who is held accountable and for what, and shapes what kinds of data is systematically collected and analyzed. See Janet A. Weiss, The Powers of Problem Definition: The Case of Government Paperwork, 22 Pol’Y Sci. 97, 99 (1989) (describing how the definition of a policy problem can have significant consequences for the rest of the policy process, from “policy deliberation,” “political debate,” and “the ultimate products of policy action”); see also Eric Biber, Too Many Things to Do: How to Deal with the Dysfunctions of Multiple-Goal Agencies, 33 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 1, 61–62 (2009) (observing that complications arise when a single agency has multiple directives; for a variety of practical reasons, “multiple-goal agencies” will likely prioritize one goal over the others).

9. Richard B. Stewart, A New Generation of Environmental Regulation?, 29 CAP. U. L. REV. 21, 35–36 (2001) (using the phrase “tunnel vision” to describe the phenomenon of agencies becoming “insensitiv[e] to the broader range of interests, values, and considerations at stake in their decisions” when agencies are “driven by their organizational missions and the interests of their organized client constituencies”). Here, agency “tunnel vision” arises from the fact that Congress has assigned it a single mission, or a single primary mission.
structural improvements to the food safety regulatory regime in order to better address these risks.10

I. DEFINING “FOOD SAFETY”

Despite the broad range of food system health risks, regulators, lawmakers, and advocates consistently ascribe only a few of these risks to the category of food safety. Food safety typically includes microbial contamination, chemical poisoning, and certain health risks associated with food additives (in particular carcinogenicity). Even advocates for more robust federal protections for food-related health problems accept the current definition of food safety. For instance, food scholar Marion Nestle identifies food safety and nutrition as distinct food system issues, noting that “[i]n recent years, as consumer concerns about diet-related chronic diseases have increased, food laws have increasingly addressed issues of health beyond food safety.”11 Food safety, narrowly defined, dominates federal food system health regulation. This Part begins with our taxonomy of Food System Safety. We describe how each type of food safety—narrow, intermediate, and broad—is regulated and argue that significant regulatory gaps exist in the latter two categories. The second half of this Part considers a range of explanations for the dominance of narrow food safety.

A. Categories of Food Safety

The FDA characterizes its mission as “protecting the public health by ensuring the safety, efficacy, and security of human and veterinary drugs, biological products, and medical devices; and by ensuring the safety of our nation’s food supply, cosmetics, and products that emit radiation.”12 Safety, according to Merriam-Webster, is “the condition of being safe from undergoing

10. In making these suggestions, we draw from the literature on allocation of regulatory responsibilities among federal agencies. See, e.g., Jody Freeman & Jim Rossi, Agency Coordination in Shared Regulatory Space, 125 Harv. L. Rev. 1131, 1134–35 (2012) (explaining why Congress often give agencies overlapping regulatory responsibilities); Anne Joseph O’Connell, The Architecture of Smart Intelligence: Structuring and Overseeing Agencies in the Post-9/11 World, 94 Calif. L. Rev. 1655, 1657 (2006) (arguing that unifying agency activities and oversight may undermine policy goals).

11. Marion Nestle, The Law and Nutrition, 66 N.Y. St. B.J. 38, 40 (1994) (noting that “food safety regulation” and “nutrition services in health care reform” are “especially likely to stimulate future legislative activity: food safety regulation”). As a counter example, nutrition scholar Joan Dye Gussow defines food safety with regard to the “‘bads’ all of us seek to avoid. We look at the safety of the food supply and at threats to that safety that some people believe may come either from the activities of food technologists or from the contamination of the food producing environment by farmers or industry . . . .”).

JOAN DYE GUSSOW & PAUL R. THOMAS, THE NUTRITION DEBATE: SORTING OUT SOME ANSWERS 343 (1986); see also Chris Lecos, Pesticides and Food: Public Worry No. 1, 18 FDA Consumer 12 (1984), reprinted in id. at 388 (explaining that “pollsters and food professionals distinguish between nutritional content and food safety, [but] the public doesn’t”).

or causing hurt, injury, or loss.”¹³ The Food Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDCA), the primary law governing FDA regulatory authority, defines “safe” by “reference to the health of man or animal.”¹⁴ This definition provides no content to the FDA’s food safety mandate. Instead, that content comes from other substantive statutory directives and agency decisions.

By identifying the range of risks to the “health of man or animal,” we demonstrate the range of possible meanings of “food safety.” First, we label all of the food safety issues related to acute ingestion-related harm as narrow food safety. Next, intermediate food safety encompasses both traditional food safety concerns such as carcinogenic food additives, as well as nutrition concerns such as diabetes and heart diseases. These are risks related to cumulative, whole-diet consumption. Finally, we examine broad food safety, which includes cradle-to-grave food safety risks such as agricultural water pollution, food waste, food packaging waste, and farmworker pesticide exposure. Typically, broad food safety concerns are considered questions of environmental protection and workplace safety.

Although some aspects of what we call intermediate and broad food safety receive regulatory attention under the monikers of nutrition, environmental protection, and workplace safety, narrow food safety dominates as a regulatory priority for the FDA and across federal law. Table 1 (below) maps the three types of food safety onto traditional areas of food policy.

---

¹³ Safety, MERRIAM-WEBSTER DICTIONARY. Synonyms include protection, safeness, and security.
¹⁴ 21 U.S.C. § 321(u) (2012). This definition applies to food additives (§ 321(s) and § 348), new animal drugs (§ 360(b) and § 360(c)), and color additives (§ 379(c)).
Table 1: Mapping Food System Safety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Narrow</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Broad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ingestion-Related</td>
<td>Immediate/ acute reaction due to single food item</td>
<td>Cumulative health impacts due to entire diet</td>
<td>Food production, processing, distribution, disposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Source</td>
<td>Microbial foodborne illness</td>
<td>Cancer from a food additive; Diet-related disease</td>
<td>Cancer from pesticide exposure; Drinking water contamination from agricultural runoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory Scope</td>
<td>Comprehensive command-and-control regulatory schemes (FDCA, FSMA)</td>
<td>Comprehensive but weak for food additives; Labeling and educational programs for nutrition; Some issues lack any regulation</td>
<td>Scattered programs for various issues, dominated by voluntary, incentive-based programs; Some areas lack any regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Policy Category</td>
<td>Food Safety</td>
<td>Food Safety; Nutrition</td>
<td>Environmental Protection; Workplace Safety</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Narrow Food Safety: Acute Ingestion-Related Risks

Narrow food safety focuses on acute ingestion-related risks that comprise the core of traditional food safety. Specifically, narrow food safety risks include microbial and chemical contamination that result in immediate health consequences, like foodborne illness or food poisoning.

The substantive provisions of the FDCA focus the FDA primarily on narrow food safety. In general, the FDCA directs the FDA to ensure against the “introduction or delivery for introduction into interstate commerce of any food, drug, device, tobacco product, or cosmetic that is adulterated.” Thus, the bulk of the FDA’s food safety functions are linked to its authority over adulteration.

The FDCA identifies a variety of types of adulteration, and, although the statute does not expressly limit adulteration to narrow food safety, many of the specific types are so limited. The FDCA’s first definition of adulteration hinges on whether food includes a “poisonous or deleterious substance” that is “injurious to health.” The statute governs both intentional additives, which we

---

15. 21 U.S.C. § 331(a) (prohibiting sale of “misbranded” products); see also id. § 371(a) (establishing FDA’s enforcement authority). Although there are some safety-related functions of the FDA’s regulations related to misbranding (for instance, authority to implement misbranding regulations to address allergens in § 343(w)), most misbranding regulations are related to issues of fraud or economic adulteration. See id. § 343(a) (defining food misbranding primarily as “false or misleading” labeling). Thus, the bulk of the FDA’s food safety functions are linked to its authority over adulteration.

16. Id. § 342(a)(1) (providing that food is “adulterated” “[i]f it bears or contains any poisonous or deleterious substance which may render it injurious to health”). This statutory definition of
consider in Part I.A.2 below, and accidental additives, including both microbial contaminants and other non-food contaminants, such as mold, rodent filth, and insect parts. For many of these accidental contaminants, particularly those that generate disgust but not actual health risks, the FDA sets informal tolerance levels, above which a food would be considered adulterated. The FDCA also considers food adulterated “if it has been prepared, packed, or held under insanitary conditions . . . whereby it may have been rendered injurious to health.”

Prior to the passage of the FSMA, this sanitation provision was the primary way of addressing microbial contaminants.

Similarly, the FSMA emphasizes the importance of protecting consumers from “exposure to an article of food . . . [that] will cause serious adverse health consequences or death to humans or animals.” The FSMA expanded the FDA’s power over food processing and, for the first time, gave it express authority to

“adulterated” distinguishes between added and inherent substances, setting a higher threshold for adulteration if the substance is not an added substance. Id.

17. See U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN., DEFECT LEVELS HANDBOOK, (May 1995, rev. May 1998), https://www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceRegulation/GuidanceDocumentsRegulatoryInformation/SanitationTransportation/ucm056174.htm [https://perma.cc/AYP5-ABLE]. For instance, if one hundred grams of apple butter contains more than 12 percent mold, five whole insects, or four rodent hairs, it is considered adulterated. Id.


19. 21 U.S.C. § 350c(a)(2). The FDA relies on the authority of 21 U.S.C. § 342(a)(4) to promulgate regulations governing sanitary conditions for certain foods with high risk for microbial contamination. See, e.g., 21 C.F.R. § 120.9 (2018) (establishing that failure to comply with juice regulations “render[s] the juice products . . . adulterated under [21 U.S.C. § 342(a)(4)]); Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HAACP), Procedures for the Safety and Sanitary Processing and Importing of Juice, 66 Fed. Reg. 6137, 6158 (Jan. 19, 2001) (final rule) (codified at 21 C.F.R. pt. 120) (explaining the agency’s statutory justification for promulgating the regulation to create sanitary procedures for juice processing, because without such procedures, “it is reasonably possible that the juice may be rendered injurious to health” and thus be adulterated).

20. HUTT ET AL., supra note 7, at 528 (noting that this provision is “the most important pre-FSMA statutory provision for addressing pathogenic contamination of food”).

regulate agriculture.\textsuperscript{22} The statute directs the agency to prescribe best practices for farming and food processing.\textsuperscript{23}

To implement the FSMA, the FDA focuses on sterilization of food growing and processing environments.\textsuperscript{24} In 2015, the FDA finalized Standards for the Growing, Harvesting, Packing, and Holding of Produce for Human Consumption (the “Produce Safety Rule”).\textsuperscript{25} The Produce Safety Rule focuses on six potential sources of contamination: “soil amendments, [worker] hygiene, packaging, temperature controls, animals in the growing area, and water.”\textsuperscript{26} For each source, the Rule identifies a variety of steps that farmers should take to prevent contaminants from coming into contact with raw produce. For instance, employers must provide employees with sanitary bathroom and handwashing facilities,\textsuperscript{27} and farmers must take all reasonable measures to “exclud[e] domesticated animals from . . . enclosed facilities where covered produce, food contact surfaces, or food packing material is exposed.”\textsuperscript{28}

The FDA promulgated a variety of other rules under the FSMA, including the Current Good Manufacturing Practice, Hazard Analysis, and Risk-Based Preventive Controls for Human Food (the “Preventive Controls Rule”), which was finalized in 2015. The Preventive Controls Rule requires food processors to adopt a series of specified best practices and to develop food safety plans based

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{22} See 21 U.S.C. § 350g (establishing requirements for preventive controls at food processing facilities); \textit{id.} § 350h (establishing standards for produce safety in agricultural growing, harvesting, and packing). The FDA always had authority to impose liability on farms responsible for food safety outbreaks, but the FSMA expressly requires the agency to develop preventive standards for on-farm practices. Some commentators have argued that given the broad language of the FDCA, the agency always had this authority. See Peter Barton Hutt, \textit{Philosophy of the Regulation Under the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act}, 50 \textit{FOOD & DRUG L.J.} 101, 102 (1995) (“Except where expressly prohibited, I believe the Food and Drug Administration is obligated to develop whatever innovative and creative regulatory programs are reasonable and are most appropriate to achieve the fundamental objectives laid down by Congress.”). The FSMA is designed to make the FDA’s regulatory work preventive rather than responsive. See Pollans, \textit{Regulating Farming}, supra note 4, at 413–17 (describing FSMA’s history).
\item \textsuperscript{23} 21 U.S.C. § 350h(a)(3)(B) (directing the FDA to promulgate rules that establish “with respect to growing, harvesting, sorting, packing, and storage operations, science-based minimum standards related to soil amendments, hygiene, packaging, temperature controls, animals in the growing area, and water”) and § 350h(a)(1)(A) (directing the FDA to publish a notice of proposed rulemaking within one year of enactment of the Act).
\item \textsuperscript{24} See 21 C.F.R. pt. 112.
\item \textsuperscript{25} \textit{id.} The FDA promulgated this rule under the FSMA, which required the FDA to conduct a rulemaking to “establish science-based minimum standards for the safe production and harvesting of those types of fruits and vegetables . . . for which the Secretary has determined that such standards minimize the risk of serious adverse health consequences or death.” 21 U.S.C. § 350h(a)(1)(A).
\item \textsuperscript{26} 21 U.S.C. § 350h(a)(3)(B) (identifying these six areas for regulation); Standards for Growing, Harvesting, Packing, and Holding of Produce for Human Consumption, 80 Fed. Reg. 74,354, 74,356 (Nov. 27, 2015) (to be codified at 21 C.F.R. pt 11,16,112) (summarizing the main components of key provisions of the rule).
\item \textsuperscript{27} 21 C.F.R. § 112.129 (describing toilet facility requirements); \textit{id.} § 112.130 (describing hand-washing facility requirements).
\item \textsuperscript{28} \textit{id.} § 112.127(a) (describing requirements regarding domesticated animals in and around enclosed buildings).
\end{itemize}
on site-specific risk assessments.29 Taken together, the FDA’s mandates under
the FDCA and the FSMA direct agency focus and resources towards the narrow
food safety goals of eliminating adulteration and accidental food contaminants.

2. Intermediate Food Safety: Cumulative Ingestion-Related Harm

Poor diet poses long-term health risks, including heart disease, hypertension, diabetes, and certain types of cancer;30 such risks constitute
intermediate food safety. This category of food safety is concerned not with the
impacts of individual food choices in isolation (e.g., one bad bunch of lettuce
that immediately makes you sick), but with an individual’s entire diet over time
(e.g., overall sugar consumption and its impact on long-term health). The main
intermediate food safety concerns are cancer and other health effects from
cumulative consumption of food additives and diet-related disease from long-
term consumption of unhealthy foods. Although regulation regarding additives
is generally less strict than regulations governing accidental contaminants, the
FDA treats it as a food safety issue.31 In contrast, diet-related disease is typically
not considered a food safety issue.

The FDA has a direct legislative mandate to regulate food additives.32 The
FDCA defines “food additive[s]” as “any substance the intended use of which
results or may reasonably be expected to result, directly or indirectly, in its
becoming a component or otherwise affecting the characteristics of any food.”33
Food additives are prohibited unless the FDA expressly promulgates a regulation
laying out the conditions under which each individual additive may be safely
used.34 The Delaney Clause in the Food Additives Amendment of 1958 prohibits
the FDA from declaring an additive “safe” if it is carcinogenic.35

29. See 21 C.F.R. pt. 117; Current Good Manufacturing Practice and Hazard Analysis and Risk-
Based Preventive Controls for Human Food, 79 Fed. Reg. 58,524 (Sept. 29, 2014) (supplemental notice
of proposed rule).
30. See WORLD HEALTH ORG. & FOOD & AGRIC. ORG., DIET, NUTRITION AND THE
PREVENTION OF CHRONIC DISEASES 1–2 (2003).
31. See, e.g., HUTT ET AL., supra note 7, at 489 (introducing the “regulation of the safety of food
constituents”); MARION NESTLE, SAFE FOOD: THE POLITICS OF FOOD SAFETY 1–2 (2010) (focusing
discussion of food safety around “foodborne illness, food biotechnology, and food bioterrorism”).
Because it receives less regulatory attention, we focus, for the most part on narrow food safety only in
our analysis in Parts II and III. There are a few instances, however, where we consider traditional food
safety regulation as a whole, including both narrow food safety and the food additives functions of
intermediate food safety.
33. Id. § 321(s).
34. Id. § 348(a)(2). Although the FDA regulates most food additives, the EPA has authority
over pesticide residues; it can set maximum residue levels of a pesticide on food and animal feed. 40
C.F.R. § 180.3 (2018); U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN., PESTICIDE RESIDUE MONITORING PROGRAM
[https://perma.cc/24TF-YQSG]. If EPA has not set a tolerance level, and an exemption does not apply,
FDA can issue a nonbinding “action level” for unavoidable residues. Id.
35. 21 U.S.C. § 348(c)(3)(a) (establishing that “no additive shall be deemed to be safe if it is
found to induce cancer when ingested by man or animal”).
In practice, however, the FDA’s food additive regulation is relatively weak because substances that would otherwise be additives are exempt if they are “Generally Recognized As Safe (GRAS).” An additive is GRAS if it is generally recognized, among experts qualified by scientific training and experience to evaluate its safety, as having been adequately shown through scientific procedures (or, in the case of a substance used in food prior to January 1, 1958, through either scientific procedures or experience based on common use in food) to be safe under the conditions of its intended use.36

The FDA’s GRAS notification procedure, finalized in 2016 but generally in place since 1997, allows companies to voluntarily notify the FDA of their own GRAS designations, without FDA oversight of the scientific procedures used to assess product safety.37 This process has been subject to frequent criticism. One recent study estimated that food manufacturers have self-declared around 1,000 additives as GRAS without any disclosure to the FDA.38 Another study concluded that of the 10,000 allowed food additives, about 3,000 have never been reviewed by the FDA either because they were self-affirmed or because they were determined GRAS by an industry trade association expert panel.39 Several self-proclaimed GRAS additives were later banned from the food supply.40 Litigation filed against the FDA in 2017 asserted that the FDA is

36. Id. § 321(s).
37. Substances Generally Recognized as Safe, 81 Fed. Reg. 54,960 (Aug. 17, 2016) (to be codified at 21 C.F.R. pts. 20, 25, 170, 184, 186, 570); Substances Generally Recognized as Safe, 62 Fed. Reg. 18,938 (Apr. 17, 1997) (proposed rule). The final rule replaces a voluntary “affirmation process” with a voluntary “notification procedure,” but the procedure retains the core similarity that manufacturer’s duty to alert the FDA of the conclusion that a substance is GRAS for its intended use is voluntary in nature. The final rule does not substantially differ from the FDA’s older procedure, which was also voluntary but allowed companies to ask the FDA for regulation declaring a substance GRAS. See About the GRAS Notification Program, U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN., (Oct. 2016) https://www.fda.gov/food/ingredientspackaginglabeling/gras/ucm2006851.htm[https://perma.cc/XF9H-9YGX]; FDA’s Approach to the GRAS Provision: A History of Processes, U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN., https://www.fda.gov/Food/IngredientsPackagingLabeling/GRAS/ucm094040.htm[https://perma.cc/VRU3-E3E4].
40. For example, the FDA recently determined that after decades of common use in the food supply, partially hydrogenated oils (PHOs), the majority dietary source of artificial trans fat, were unsafe and, therefore, no longer GRAS. See infra notes 45–50 and accompanying text for description of regulatory history of the PHO ban.
abdicating its duties under the FDCA’s Food Additives Amendment by allowing the use of GRAS substances without premarket testing.  

The second significant category of intermediate food safety is diet-related disease. Today, much of the disease burden in the United States is linked with diseases caused by or correlated with diet, including type 2 diabetes, heart disease, stroke, hypertension, and various cancers.

FDA regulation of healthy diets differs from its regulation of microbial contamination both in the scale of resources brought to bear and in the nature of the regulation. The FDA regulates microbial contamination with express prohibitions on adulteration and prescriptive requirements related to food production, processing, and handling. The FDA occasionally uses food additive regulations to address diet-related disease. Typically, however, such efforts are painstakingly slow, as demonstrated by recent regulatory battles over partially hydrogenated oils (PHOs) and sodium. PHOs contain large amounts of trans fats. Despite studies showing that banning trans fats could prevent 30,000 to 100,000 deaths and 72,000 to 228,000 heart attacks, the FDA took more than a decade to act with regard to PHOs. In 2004 and 2009, the FDA received citizen petitions asking the agency to ban PHOs, which were then considered GRAS. In 2013, the agency was sued for its failure to respond to the 2009

43. See infra Part II.A for comparison of relative resources dedicated to traditional food safety versus diet related disease.
44. See supra Part I.A.1 (describing FDA regulation of narrow food safety).
petition.48 In 2015, the FDA finally completed its review and revoked GRAS status for PHOs.49 The 2015 final rule set a compliance date of June 18, 2018 for removal of trans fats, but the FDA extended that deadline for certain uses of PHOs.50

A similar process, kicked off by a 2005 citizen petition and 2015 litigation,51 led the FDA to release voluntary guidance for the reduction of sodium in commercially processed foods, due to its contribution to hypertension and heart disease.52 Although the FDA could mandate sodium reductions under its power to prohibit or set tolerances for additives,53 it has not yet done so. These examples show that FDA has been hesitant to use food additives regulation to address nutrition concerns.

More commonly, the agency regulates healthy diets using public education, labeling, and other forms of information regulation. These provisions, including calorie labeling on menus and packaged foods, are knowledge-promoting rather than directly safety-promoting.54 Although some FDA labeling regulations relate to acute health risks (such as allergens) and some to economic harms (such as fraud), over time, an increased portion relate to nutrition.

The FDA regulates nutrition information under the auspices of its authority over misbranding.55 The 1990 Nutrition Labeling and Education Act (NLEA) expanded that authority to require the agency to promulgate regulations

governing newly-mandatory Nutrition Facts Panels.\textsuperscript{56} NLEA provisions differ from prior FDA authorities, which focused almost entirely on traditional food safety, because of the NLEA’s stated focus on “healthy dietary practices.”\textsuperscript{57}

Although nutrition labeling has been strengthened in recent years, it continues to be the subject of much criticism. In recent updates to the Nutrition Facts Panel, the FDA announced that packaged foods manufacturers must separately list added sugars on nutrition labels, based in part on health recommendations from the American Heart Association, the American Academy of Pediatrics, the Institute of Medicine, and World Health Organization.\textsuperscript{58} Even this new requirement, however, came only after years of community advocacy.\textsuperscript{59} Further, the FDA faces widespread criticism for its failure to enforce labeling and misbranding regulations,\textsuperscript{60} and for gaps in its labeling regulations.\textsuperscript{61} Thus,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{56} 21 U.S.C. § 343(q); Virginia Wilkening, The Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 1990, U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN., https://www.nutrientdataconf.org/PastConf/NDBC17/8-2_Wilkening.pdf [https://perma.cc/2GLE-4X6D] (characterizing the act as requiring the FDA to engage in an effort “to provide a food label that the public can count on and to upgrade the label to reflect current nutritional science and public health concerns”). The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) of 2010 included a provision requiring nutrition disclosure information on chain restaurant menus. ACA § 4205, 21 U.S.C. § 343(q)(5)(H) (2012).
\item \textsuperscript{57} See, e.g., § 343(q)(1)(E) (explaining that nutrition information labeling provisions emphasize a regulatory goal of helping consumers “maintain[] healthy dietary practices”).
\item \textsuperscript{59} In 1999, the CSPI petitioned the FDA to require added sugars on the nutrition facts label. MICHAEL F. JACOBSON, CTR. FOR SCIENCE IN THE PUB. INTERESTS, CITIZEN PETITION TO U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN., U.S. DEP’T OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVS., FOR PROPOSED RULEMAKING TO ESTABLISH A DAILY REFERENCE VALUE FOR “ADDED SUGARS,” (Aug. 3, 1999), https://cspinet.org/sites/default/files/attachment/sugar-petition-1999.pdf [https://perma.cc/A19A-Q6X].
\item \textsuperscript{60} See, e.g., BRUCE SILVERGLADE & ILENE RINGEL HELLER, CTR. FOR SCIENCE IN THE PUB. INTEREST, FOOD LABELING CHAOS: THE CASE FOR REFORM Part I-5 (Mar. 2010) https://cspinet.org/sites/default/files/attachment/food_labeling_chaos_report.pdf [https://perma.cc/2JWK-A6RL] (“In general, since 2001, there has been a significant decline in labeling enforcement by the FDA.”); Jennifer L. Pomeranz, A Comprehensive Strategy to Overhaul FDA Authority for Misleading Food Labels, 39 AM. J. L. MED. 617, 619 (2013) (“The FDA does not have the resources to sufficiently address the current state of labeling, nor is there funding allocated to feasibly increase its enforcement power.”).
\item \textsuperscript{61} See, e.g., SILVERGLADE & HELLER, supra note 60, at iv (identifying gaps around regulation of commonly used label terms such as “natural” and “whole wheat,” and noting that “[t]he FDA and the USDA should develop regulations instead of relying only on case-by-case enforcement actions”); Pomeranz, supra note 60, at 618 (“Current food labeling practices include both actual misbranding and permissible but potentially misleading claims about the healthfulness of processed foods. The latter is due to regulations that are too lax or do not reflect the most current science on nutrition.”).
\end{itemize}
although the FDA engages in nutrition regulation, its efforts focus on education and information disclosure and are not responsive to the full scope of nutrition-related intermediate food safety risks.

Nutrition regulatory programs at the USDA and elsewhere at the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) track a similar pattern, focusing primarily on education. For instance, every five years, the Secretary of Health and Human Services and the Secretary of Agriculture must together publish a set of dietary guidelines that form the basis of federal nutrition education. Based on recommendations from the Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee, these guidelines are used to establish requirements for federal food service operations in publicly operated cafeterias. The Food and Nutrition Service (FNS), within the USDA, is also responsible for using the Dietary Guidelines for Americans as the basis for the nutrition standards for the National School Lunch and School Breakfast Programs, which FNS designs and implements.

In sum, both food additives and whole diet consumption patterns raise intermediate food safety risks. Federal regulators treat the former but not the latter as a food safety concern. Because of the GRAS exception, however, food additives regulation is weaker than narrow food safety regulation. The regulatory response to whole diet nutrition concerns is even weaker. Regulations for foodborne illness use a command and control approach, but lawmakers instead address whole diet nutrition concerns primarily through information regulation.

3. Broad Food Safety: Beyond Ingestion

Beyond the direct ingestion-related food safety concerns described in the previous two Sections lies a broad swath of other food-related public health risks. Food products have long lifespans and can generate public health costs both before and after consumption.

---


Prior to consumption, food production implicates health risks due to agricultural air and water pollution. Nitrates and other agricultural pollutants contaminate drinking water.65 Toxic algal blooms caused by agricultural fertilizer runoff also threaten drinking water supplies.66 Hydrogen sulfide and other air pollutants, including ammonia and particulate matter, threaten communities in the vicinities of large feedlots and other industrial-scale farms.67

Field workers face risks related to exposure to pesticides and other agricultural chemicals.68 Although available data is imprecise, physicians diagnose between 10,000 and 20,000 pesticide poisonings each year among agricultural workers.69 Workers in animal feeding and processing facilities often face risks related to unsanitary conditions and working with “sharp tools and heavy machinery, at high speeds.”70 In addition, more than two million Americans are sickened annually by antibiotic resistant infections, resulting in at least 23,000 annual deaths.71 Studies link the use of antibiotics in livestock raised for meat to antibiotic resistance in humans.72

After consumption, food continues to generate public health harms related to food and food packaging disposal.73 Some estimates suggest that as much as

65. See, e.g., Margot J. Pollans, Drinking Water Protection and Agricultural Exceptionalism, 77 OHIO ST. L.J. 1195, 1197 (2016) [hereinafter Pollans, Drinking Water Protection] (discussing the high levels of nitrate in the drinking water of Des Moines, Iowa, and explaining the potential health consequences of nitrate contamination).

66. See id. at 1209–10 (describing how agricultural pollutants caused an algal bloom in the drinking water source of Toledo, Ohio).


73. Drug disposal is also an issue of growing concern. Large quantities of prescription drugs end up in waterways because unused drugs are flushed down toilets or otherwise disposed improperly, and because human bodies do not metabolize or absorb drugs fully, drugs enter water through skin, urine, and excrement. See Drugs in the Water, HARV. HEALTH LETTER, HARV. MED. SCH. (June 2011),
40 percent of food is wasted. The environmental costs of food waste include resources wasted in producing food that is ultimately thrown away and methane emissions from the decomposing food itself. Food packaging is also an issue of concern. A significant amount of food packaging is made from petroleum-based plastics, which break down after disposal into micrometer-sized particles that can make their way into the food chain as they are ingested by fish, invertebrates, and microorganisms. About half of all plastics contain hazardous ingredients such as carcinogens and hormone disrupters, and other plastics can become toxic by absorbing these pollutants from the environment. Plastic disposal, particularly in municipalities with solid-waste incinerators, can also impede air quality. Finally, plastic production is resource intensive and environmentally hazardous.

In addition, the food system also generates indirect public health costs related to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and resource use. Agriculture alone is responsible for almost 9 percent of US GHG emissions; the food system as a whole is responsible for 19 to 29 percent of global anthropogenic GHG emissions. The food system is also extremely water intensive; about 29 percent of the global human water footprint is attributable to production and consumption of meat and milk products, and agriculture contributes to between

---


75. For a more detailed discussion of these costs, see infra Part II.B.2.a.

76. See Jason J. Czarnecki & Elisa K. Prescott, Environmental and Climate Impacts of Food Production, Processing, Packaging, and Distribution, in Food, Agriculture, and Environmental Law 113, 125 (Mary Jane Angelo et al. eds., 2013) (observing that plastics are the most common packaging material); Chelsea M. Rochman et al., Classify Plastic Waste as Hazardous, 494 Nature 169, 169–70 (2013) (arguing that plastics should instead be classified not as solid waste but as hazardous waste, a classification that would result in application of hazardous waste disposal laws).

77. Rochman et al., supra note 76, at 170 (assessing global plastic use and disposal).

78. See Czarnecki & Prescott, supra note 76, at 126.


and 90 percent of the United States’ consumptive water use. These footprints generate severe, though difficult to quantify, public health costs.

These food production environmental externalities are under-regulated. The FDA rarely considers them in its regulatory processes, and it certainly does not regulate them directly. The EPA likewise under-regulates in this area. Although a patchwork of regulations exists, federal environmental law generally treats food and agriculture with a light touch, particularly on the topics of pesticide use and of water pollution from the largest animal farms. The field of environmental regulation of the agricultural system is dominated by green payment programs, which pay farmers to adopt more environmentally sensitive agricultural practices, and eco-labeling schemes, which allow food sellers to make environmental claims on their labels if the products meet certain production criteria. Participation in these programs is entirely voluntary, and ongoing levels of environmental harm, discussed earlier in this Section, demonstrate their inadequacy. The same under-regulation pattern repeats in the context of workplace protection for food and agriculture workers.

The FDA regulates food packaging as a “food contact substance.” Pursuant to the FDCA, the agency treats “food contact substance[s]” as food additives and requires that before a manufacturer introduce a new substance it either seek prior approval or notify the agency. A notification must include a statement of intended use and a determination that the substance is safety for that


85. See, e.g., J.B. Ruhl, *Farms, Their Environmental Harms, and Environmental Law,* 27 ECOLOGY L.Q. 263, 266 (2000) (noting that the environmental consequences of farming “have escaped serious regulatory attention” and describing such exemptions in areas of water quality law, air quality law, and toxic waste management law).


88. 21 U.S.C. § 348(h)(6) (2012) (defining “food contact substance,” for the purpose of the food additives regulations, as “any substance intended for use as a component of materials used in manufacturing, packing, packaging, transporting, or holding food if such use is not intended to have any technical effect in such food”).

89. Id. §§ 348(a)(3), (h)(1).
use. In evaluating new “food contact substances,” the FDA considers disposal concerns, but it has never denied an approval on this ground. Disposal-related safety concerns highlight the narrow temporal nature of the FDA’s food safety mandate. By focusing on the immediate consequences of ingestion, the safety mandate misses the full range of potential long-term, persistent environmental consequences of food packaging materials.

In sum, food-related risks extend well beyond those associated with eating contaminated food. All three categories of food safety generate public health concerns, yet narrow food safety is the subject of much more sustained and systematic regulatory attention. By comparison, regulation in the other areas of food safety is frequently less prescriptive and is more information-based or voluntary. Where prescriptive regulation exists, it is often underenforced.

The next Section offers a variety of hypotheses for the dominance of narrow food safety as a food system health concern. In Part II, we illustrate the health costs generated by the use of the narrow definition of food safety, explaining how this definition undermines the overall goal of reducing food-related health costs.

B. The Tendency Toward Narrow Food Safety

Given the broad range of risks associated with food production and consumption, why is our regulation of food safety so limited? We start with the premise, introduced in Part I.A and further developed in Part II, that this is not merely the result of operating regulatory siloes in which narrow food safety is addressed within one regulatory category and the other categories of food safety are addressed in other places. Instead, narrow food safety gets more robust and comprehensive regulatory attention than the other categories, in large part because of how Congress and the FDA have defined food safety. This Section offers a range of hypotheses grounded in the history of food safety law, the sociology of public fears about food safety, and the motives of the regulated industry. Regulation of traditional food safety in general (including food additives), and narrow food safety in particular, is more appealing to lawmakers and more palatable to the regulated industry than is regulation of intermediate or broad food safety.

---

90. Id. § 348(h)(1); id. § 348(h)(2)(A) (giving the FDA 120 days to reject such a notification and issue a determination that the “food contact substance” is not safe).

91. Id. § 348(a)(3) (establishing FDA authority to regulate food contact substances as food additives); see also Margot J. Pollans, FDA and the Environment (Dec. 21, 2018) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with authors) [hereinafter Pollans, FDA and the Environment].

92. See GERSEN, POLLANS, & ROBERTS, supra note 86, at Ch. 7 PART II.B (offering a variety of examples of underenforcement of environmental laws as applied to agriculture).
1. Behavioral Economics and the Reactive History of Food Safety Law

Over the last hundred years, food safety laws have developed as a series of congressional reactions to specific incidents of poisoning and outbreaks of foodborne illness. This history of reactivity is unsurprising when viewed through the lens of behavioral economics.93 Foodborne illness outbreaks are high-salience, low-probability events that generate disproportionate fear, and thus disproportionate regulatory response; by contrast, health risks associated with nutrition or the environmental footprint of the food system are often low-salience events that fail to generate robust regulatory response.94

The modern era of food safety law began in 1906, following publication of Upton Sinclair’s *The Jungle*.95 The book’s powerful imagery of food contamination and unsanitary conditions in Chicago’s meatpacking district helped spark the passage of the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906 and the Federal

---


94. Behavioral economists and other social scientists focus on how irrationality undermines our ability to assess accurately the risks we face. See, e.g., Cathy Becker Popescu, *Risk and Reason*, in GUS SOW & THOMAS, supra note 11, at 374, 376 (observing that often our “risk assessments correlate little with the actual probability of harm” and concluding that “[o]verestimating some risks, while underestimating or discounting others, may engender misplaced fear and misallocation of resources . . . .”). Risk management agendas tend instead to be reactive and consistent with the series of risks that come to the public’s attention. See STEPHEN BREYER, *BREAKING THE VICIOUS CIRCLE: TOWARD EFFECTIVE RISK REGULATION* 20 (1993) (“Agency priorities and agendas may more closely reflect public rankings, politics, history . . . than the kind of priority list that environmental experts would deliberately create.”). Citizens and lawmakers alike tend to demand corrective action in the face of “recently materialized” risks of “highly salient” harm. BREYER, supra, at 50 (explaining that congressional and public interest “tends to move the particular problem at issue toward the top of the agency’s agenda”); Christine Jolls et. al., *A Behavioral Approach to Law and Economics*, 50 STAN. L. REV. 1471, 1519 (1998). Over time, this trend can lead to over-regulation of “recently materialized” risks of “highly salient” harm, and under-regulation of low-salience harm. BREYER, supra, at 50 (explaining that political pressure from Congress and the public can cause regulators to get “tunnel vision”); Jolls et. al., supra, at 1519. In the context of foodborne illness, “anecdote-driven” regulatory action will likely reflect actual risk poorly. Jolls et. al., supra, at 1518 (noting that inaccurate beliefs about the probability of an event occurring can lead to “anecdote-driven” legislation).

Meat Inspection Act of 1906. Prior to The Jungle’s publication, Congress had been stalled for nearly thirty years on the passage of similar legislation.

A public health disaster related to drug regulation prompted passage of the next major law regulating food and drug safety. In 1937, a drug called Elixir Sulfanilamide caused over one hundred deaths, and many children were among those killed. Public outrage motivated the Food Drug and Cosmetic Act of 1938. Fears of chemical use in food production also drove the Food Additives Amendment in 1958. A statement submitted by the Cooperative League during hearings on that legislation illustrates these concerns. The witness warned of modern bakers “pull[ing] the wool over [a grandmother’s] eyes, when they convinced her that real white bread was better. They didn’t tell her that in order to get it white, they used a poisonous substance which gave dogs fits.” Again, public response to acute poisoning and illness helped justify expansion of regulatory authority. The FDA’s own website describes many of its key legislative grants of authority regarding food, drugs, and medical devices as responses to outbreaks or injuries.

The most recent congressional grant of regulatory authority continues this trend of reactivity. Congress enacted the FSMA partially in response to high-profile outbreaks of foodborne illness in foods such as spinach and eggs, and the primary goal of the statute is to improve the FDA’s ability to prevent future

---

96. Hutt & Hutt, supra note 95, at 53–54; Part I: The 1906 Food and Drugs Act and its Enforcement, supra note 95; see UPTON SINCLAIR, THE JUNGLE at Ch. 9 (1906) (describing a food safety system where meat inspectors served the will of the packers and were fired for suggesting practices to preserve safety); id. at Ch. 14 (illustrating vile adulteration with an anecdote describing rat carcasses and bread tainted with rat poison, all found in the meat storage rooms, going into the meat grinders along with meat); see also Pure Food & Drug Act, ch. 3915, §§ 1–5, 34 Stat. 768 (1906) repealed by Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938, ch. 675, § 1002(a), 52 Stat. 1059. Note that the Federal Meat Inspection Act was signed into law on the same day as was the Pure Food & Drug Act. See Federal Meat Inspection Act, ch. 2907, 34 Stat. 1260 (1907).

97. Peter Barton Hutt, Food Law & Policy: An Essay, 1 J. FOOD L. & POL’Y 1, 6 (2005). The irony of The Jungle is that Sinclair himself was primarily concerned not with food safety but with child labor and immigrant exploitation in the meatpacking industry. ANTHONY ARTHUR, RADICAL INNOCENT: UPTON SINCLAIR 83 (2006) (noting that Sinclair famously lamented that he “aimed for the heart, and by accident . . . hit the stomach”). That his work generated legislation in the former area but not the latter reinforces the key point discussed in Part I.B.1 that food safety concerns are compelling.


99. Id.

100. See Food Additives: Hearings on Bill to Amend the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act with Respect to Chemical Additives in Food Before the Subcomm. of the Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 85th Cong., 2nd Sess. at 303 (1957); Id. (statement of Jack T. Jennings, Assistant Director, Washington Office, Cooperative League of the U.S.) (arguing that ready-to-eat meals should be “free of dangerous chemicals or other additives”).

101. Id.

outbreaks.103 The FSMA is the largest reform of federal food safety regulation since the 1930s.104 It provides the FDA with express regulatory authority to address foodborne illness from pathogenic microorganisms, an issue the FDA had increasingly addressed over the years under an outdated legislative framework created prior to the discovery of such contaminants.105 The FSMA also provides the FDA with expanded authority to regulate food growing, harvesting, and other handling practices on farms.106

This statutory history demonstrates a consistent trend of reactivity that reflects the underlying behavioral economics of food safety. Food safety regulation follows public fear and outcry in response to serious outbreaks or exposés. This reactive nature of regulation is unsurprising, as foodborne illnesses and poisoning trigger a visceral response for many people.107 In contrast, the risks of developing diet-related diseases, such as heart disease or diabetes, do not elicit a comparable regulatory reaction, even though those risks are now more prevalent and costly than narrow food safety risks.108 This may result in part from “availability bias”; we estimate risk based on our ability to imagine examples of the risk materializing and actually resulting in harm.109 Foodborne illness

103. Food Bill Aims to Improve Safety, U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN. (Dec. 23, 2010), https://wayback.archiveit.org/7993/20170405004044/https://www.fda.gov/ForConsumers/ConsumerUpdates/ucm237758.htm [https://perma.cc/7JZV-BLD6]. A 2006 E. coli outbreak traced to spinach was particularly influential on public opinion. See Pollans, Regulating Farming, supra note 4, at 415 (discussing the role of the 2006 outbreak in the history leading up to the FSMA’s passage).


105. Id. at 8–9 (describing the FDA’s expanded authority); see Hutt et al., Food and Drug Law: Cases and Materials, supra note 7, at 528 (noting that “the most important pre-FSMA statutory provision for addressing pathogenic contamination of food is [21 U.S.C. § 342(a)(4)], which states that a food is adulterated ‘if it has been prepared, packed, or held under insanitary conditions . . . whereby it may have been rendered injurious to health.’” (quoting § 342(a)(4))); Pollans, Regulating Farming, supra note 4, at 413–17 (describing the history of the FSMA and explaining the shift to prevention of microbial contamination through direct regulation of food handling practices).

106. See Pollans, Regulating Farming, supra note 4, at 412–13 (describing FSMA expansion onto farms).

107. As food scientist Edwin M. Foster explained when arguing that there is not actually a food safety crisis: “Food is something special. We feel comfortable with food and nervous without it. Concern about our food supply can make us irrational.” Edwin M. Foster, Is There a Food Safety Crisis?, 17 NUTRITION TODAY 6 (1982), reprinted in Guisinger & Thomas, supra note 11, at 359. Foster ends his piece with strong language criticizing advocates who have pushed for food safety regulation: “Let’s get our priorities straight. Let’s put our efforts on the real hazards in life and quit dissipating our energies on hypothetical and imaginary dangers . . . .” Id. at 360.

108. See infra Table 2 (comparing prevalence of deaths attributable to narrow food safety problems with prevalence of deaths attributable to diet-related disease).

109. Cass R. Sunstein, Precautions Against What? The Availability Heuristic and Cross-Cultural Risk Perception, 57 ALA. L REV. 75, 101 (2005) [hereinafter Sunstein, Precautions Against What?]. For instance, if people can easily call to mind a “vivid and salient” event, “people will have a heightened fear of the risk in question,” even if the risk relates to events that occur infrequently, such as shark attacks. Id. at 77, 93. See also Jolls et. al., supra note 94, at 1519; Daniel Kahneman & Amos Tversky, Judgment Under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases, in Judgment and Decision Making: An Interdisciplinary Reader 42–45 (Hal R. Arkes et al., eds., 2d ed., 2000).
outbreaks are dramatic and highly publicized, often leading to significant declines in demand for associated foods. For instance, a 2006 E. coli spinach outbreak led to a 12 percent decline in demand for spinach. Our innate revulsion to the symptoms associated with foodborne illness, along with the extensive media coverage usually afforded to outbreaks, compels us to remember and fear foodborne illness. Intermediate and broad food safety risks are less “cognitively ‘available,’” meaning that most people cannot recall these risks as readily as they can for foodborne illness, so we fear them less.113

Intermediate and broad food safety risks are also less connected to the act of eating. Though foodborne illnesses can typically be traced to a single meal, it is difficult to trace diet-related diseases to a single source because these diseases emerge from a constellation of potential sources over a long period of time. Compared with outcomes that seem more certain and immediate—like contracting listeriosis from a contaminated melon—outcomes that are probable but distant, like developing diabetes from excessive consumption of soda over many years, are mentally assigned far too little weight.115

Further, our disproportionate cultural and political focus on narrow food safety perhaps stems from the fact that humans evolved to fear potentially contaminated food. Our ancestors associated new foods with high risks of illness, and humans today carry these genetic relics. However, we tend to regard familiar foods as safe. Our familiarity with many of today’s processed foods that are high in sugar or sodium leads us not to fear them.118 The reverse is also

110. See, e.g., LINDA CALVIN, U.S. DEPT. OF AGRIC., ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERVICE, RESPONSE TO U.S. FOODBORNE ILLNESS OUTBREAKS ASSOCIATED WITH IMPORTED PRODUCE 1–2 (Feb. 2004), https://www.ers.usda.gov/webdocs/publications/42543/19326_aib789-5_1_.pdf?v=0 [https://perma.cc/WMK3-5YPE] (observing that even if the source of an outbreak is an imported item, domestic providers of the same product may suffer from reduced demand).
111. See Pollans, Regulating Farming, supra note 4, at 417 (noting that per capita consumption of spinach fell by about 12 percent as a result of the outbreak). For discussion of outbreak effects on consumer trust in tomatoes, see infra note 237–239 and accompanying text.
112. Further, once we see that an event has occurred recently, we are prone to attach a high probability to it reoccurring. See Jolls et al., supra note 94, at 1519.
113. Sunstein, Precautions Against What?, supra note 109, at 77.
114. See, e.g., Eric Jéquier, Pathways to Obesity, 26 INT’L. J. OF OBESITY S12, S15 (2002) (finding that environmental and behavioral changes contribute to obesity); see also infra note 141 (discussing how challenges of causation make it difficult to place blame on individual marketers of unhealthy foods).
115. See Kahneman & Tversky, supra note 93, at 268–69 (arguing that people overvalue the certainty of an outcome and undervalue the probability of an outcome).
117. Id. at 1685–86 (discussing our preferences for fats, sugars, and salts); see, e.g., Natascha Loebnitz & Klaus G. Grunert, Impact of Abnormally Shaped Vegetables on Consumers’ Risk Perception, 63 FOOD QUALITY & PREFERENCE 80, 84 (2018) (finding that people “expressed higher risk perceptions for abnormally-shaped vegetables” than for “normally-shaped ones”).
true. Subjects view unusually shaped but otherwise-wholesome vegetables as riskier than vegetables that conform with shapes typically found in the supermarket, leading consumers to avoid purchasing or consuming imperfect vegetables.\textsuperscript{119}

Diet-related disease does not generate the same fear. Humans did not evolve to fear the detrimental effects of excess weight; energy accumulation instead may have arisen as an evolutionary adaptation among hunter-gatherers during times of feast and famine.\textsuperscript{120} Overconsumption was not a widespread source of risk until relatively recently.\textsuperscript{121} Some scientists suggest we may have a genetic predisposition to gorge on available food.\textsuperscript{122} This evolutionary history may help to explain our difficulty in recognizing the long-term health hazards associated with foods that we encounter regularly and that bring us immediate pleasure. Here, another cognitive bias comes into play. Many people tend to overvalue short-term payoffs, like the joy of eating a hamburger, fries, and milkshake, and undervalue the long-term costs of repeatedly indulging.\textsuperscript{123} This is particularly true in the realm of dieting: we plan today to diet tomorrow, but when tomorrow comes, we prefer to overeat for one more day.\textsuperscript{124}

To be sure, diet-related disease currently has more salience than ever before. Dieting and healthy eating constitute a multi-billion-dollar industry, and

\begin{itemize}
\item how information about the risks \ldots of some food is conveyed\textsuperscript{\textendash}.
\end{itemize}

Cognitive psychologists call this the “mere exposure effect”: humans may develop positive feelings towards things to which they are repeatedly exposed. Robert F. Bornstein, Exposure and Affect: Overview and Meta-Analysis of Research, 1968–1987, 106 PSYCHOL. BULL. 265, 265 (1989). Once we develop these pleasurable associations, we are not likely to fear that thing. See Paul Slovic et. al., The Affect Heuristic, 177 EUR. J. OF OPERATIONAL RES. 1333, 1335 (2007).

\textsuperscript{119} See Deon Klerck & Jillian C. Sweeney, The Effect of Knowledge Types on Consumer-Perceived Risk and Adoption of Genetically Modified Foods, 24 PSYCHOL. & MARKETING 171, 171 (2007) (discussing the relationship between consumer risk perception and consumer demand in the context of genetically modified foods); Loebnitz & Grunert, supra note 117.

\textsuperscript{120} See Gary P. Nabhan, Why Some Like It Hot: Food, Genes, and Cultural Diversity 175–76 (2004).

\textsuperscript{121} Arye Lev-Ran, Human Obesity: An Evolutionary Approach to Understanding our Bulging Waistline, 17 DIABETES METABOLISM RES. REV. 347, 353–54 (2001) (explaining that obesity has “only quite recently \ldots stopped being a sign of wealth” and started being “a social liability”).

\textsuperscript{122} Nabhan, supra note 120, at 177. The evolutionary aspect of this problem is not within the realm of behavioral economics; we nevertheless discuss it here because it is a feature of human evolutionary development that may contribute to current non-rational regulatory decision-making.

\textsuperscript{123} See Ted O'Donoghue & Matthew Rabin, Doing It Now or Later, 89 AM. ECON. REV. 103, 118 (1999) (finding that less sophisticated people tend to consume tempting goods immediately if the costs of this consumption decision are delayed). One study asked subjects to choose between receiving a smaller reward earlier and a larger reward later. Kris N. Kirby & R.J. Herrnstein, Preference Reversals Due to Myopic Discounting of Delayed Reward, 6 PSYCHOL. SCI. 83, 84–85 (1995). Although all subjects indicated that they preferred the larger, later reward when the delays to both rewards were long, subjects consistently reversed their choice, and picked a smaller, earlier reward when delays to both rewards were shortened. Id. at 85–87.

\textsuperscript{124} See Jon D. Hanson & Douglas A. Kysar, Taking Behavioralism Seriously: The Problem of Market Manipulation, 74 N.Y.U. L. REV. 630, 679 (1999) (“Today we believe that we should stop smoking or diet tomorrow, but tomorrow we feel we should continue smoking or overeating, at least for another day.”).
concerns about nutrition are widespread and growing. Nevertheless, perhaps because diet-related harms unfold in slow motion, they remain less of a catalyst for regulatory action than do narrow food safety concerns. They are also less likely to generate aggressive regulatory action, perhaps because consumers perceive diet as within their control and requiring less regulatory intervention; whereas they perceive narrow food safety as out of their control.

The same complicated causal chains that make it harder for consumers to accurately assess the risks of diet-related disease and the environmental harms of food production also limit the capacity of lawmakers to develop easily implemented policy responses to those long-term risks. For policymakers, addressing foodborne illness may be more rewarding because the necessary measures may appear more straightforward and easier to implement, enforce, and measure than those required to effectively address issues of intermediate and broad food safety. At the same time, foodborne illness may be easier to address politically because it does not generate the same concerns about paternalism that mire efforts at nutrition regulation.

In sum, for both consumers and lawmakers, foodborne illness is a high priority that generates significant regulatory activity because it is perceived as presenting a greater risk and is an easier problem to solve.

2. **Political Economy of Narrow Food Safety**

We draw an additional set of explanations for the scope of narrow food safety regulation from analysis of the political economy of the food system. The interests of powerful food system players, including large food producers, processors, distributors, and retailers, drive the focus of policy makers. First, we identify a number of reasons why those industry interests align with narrow food safety regulation but discourage robust regulation of other food safety types; these include (1) the existence of private governance mechanisms, and (2) a scheme of tort liability for narrow food safety harms. Second, we examine the

---


126. Cass R. Sunstein, *Terrorism and Probability Neglect*, 26 J. RISK & UNCERTAINTY 121, 121–22 (2003) (describing the relationship between irrational fear and perceived level of control). The perception that individuals have control over diet choices also contributes to paternalism-based objections to nutrition regulation. See infra note 128 and accompanying text.

127. See Biber, * supra* note 8, at 12 (explaining that when an agency has multiple goals, it will likely prioritize “easily measured goals” over others).

role of socioeconomics, concluding that the distribution of the benefits and burdens of narrow food safety regulation versus other types of food regulation reinforces the trend of heightened interest in narrow food safety.

To illustrate the political economy of food safety, we focus on the FSMA. Regulation of narrow food safety stands in stark contrast to regulation of other aspects of food production, processing, and distribution. Given the food and agricultural industry’s success in thwarting more robust regulation of everything from marketing targeted at children to agricultural water pollution, why was Congress able to pass the FSMA, which dramatically expanded the FDA’s authority over food and agriculture? Why, more specifically, did industry groups support the passage of the law? Two key structural issues explain industry support for the FSMA. The first is the role of private governance. The second is background tort law.

First, though the FSMA gave the FDA express authority over food safety procedures on farms for the first time, many farmers were already subject to private produce safety requirements in the form of buyer-imposed produce safety standards.129 For instance, many farmers already participated in the USDA Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) auditing program.130 In 2010, over one thousand farms in the United States were already GAP certified for the production of a fresh fruit or vegetable now regulated under the proposed produce safety rule, and the FDA acknowledged that many other farms could already be adhering to the GAP guide.131 Although the USDA program was legally voluntary, many large-scale retailers required their suppliers to comply with the guide.132

In addition, private governance of industry players prior to the FMSA included product-specific marketing agreements that specify safety standards and inspections, again making industry support for the FSMA unsurprising. For


131. Economic Analysis of Produce Safety Rule, supra note 129, at 35–36 (noting a variety of reasons why a farm might be GAP compliant but not USDA GAP certified).

132. Pollans, Regulating Farming, supra note 4, at 414 & 415 n.65 (noting that Safeway was “the first retailer to impose this requirement,” and that “Albertson’s followed suit shortly thereafter” (citing Kenneth S. Petersen, Third-Party Audit Programs for the Fresh-Produce Industry, in MICROBIAL SAFETY OF FRESH PRODUCE 322 (Xuetong Fan et al. eds., 2009)).
example, over 90 percent of tomatoes grown in California are subject to a Tomato Audit Protocol, a set of food safety standards followed by the California Tomato Farmers.\textsuperscript{133} The FDA also found that in 2010, approximately 80 percent of mushrooms grown in the United States complied with mushroom-specific good agricultural practices (M-GAPS)—a program developed by the American Mushroom Institute and Penn State University.\textsuperscript{134} Other commodity-specific guidance exists for melons, green onions, citrus fruits, strawberries, apples, peppers, almonds, and avocados.\textsuperscript{135} Finally, leafy green marketing agreements (LGMA)s in California and Arizona cover a significant percentage of the leafy greens grown in the United States. The Arizona LGMA alone covers about “85 percent of leafy green products consumed in the United States and Canada from November to March.”\textsuperscript{136}

This widespread compliance with pre-existing private food safety governance generated support for the FSMA.\textsuperscript{137} Many of the growers subject to these requirements prefer uniform national standards, which would require any farmers not already subject to private governance to play by the same rules, and could reduce individual compliance costs by ensuring that a single farmer would not be subject to different sets of requirements from different buyers.\textsuperscript{138} Parallel private standards in the areas of nutrition, environmental protection, and workplace safety are less comprehensive or nonexistent.\textsuperscript{139} Thus, the same pre-existing set of standards and protocols that led industry players to support narrow food safety regulation does not exist in the intermediate or broad food safety realms, explaining one rationale for the strong industry opposition to any increased regulation in those arenas.

\textsuperscript{133} Economic Analysis of Produce Safety Rule, \textit{supra} note 129, at 36. Tomato farmers in Florida are subject to a state produce safety regulation requiring compliance with the Tomato Best Practices Manual. \textit{Id.} at 31–32.

\textsuperscript{134} \textit{Id.} at 37.

\textsuperscript{135} \textit{Id.} at 38.

\textsuperscript{136} \textit{Id.} at 33–34. A leafy green marketing agreement is a quasi-public form of regulation that imposes obligations on participating handlers, requiring them to purchase leafy greens only from producers that have passed LGMA audits. Pollans, \textit{Regulating Farming, supra} note 4, at 415 n.67 (explaining that although marketing agreements function like private contracts, the USDA plays a facilitating role pursuant to the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937).

\textsuperscript{137} See Tacy Katherine Hass, New Governance: Can User-Promulgated Certification Schemes Provide Safer, Higher Quality Food?, 68 FOOD & DRUG L.J. 77, 86 (2013) (discussing the National Restaurant Association and Grocery Manufacturer’s Association’s support for the FSMA, and identifying their interest in uniformity as one such reason).

\textsuperscript{138} See Pollans, \textit{Regulating Farming, supra} note 4, at 416–17 (noting that the leafy greens industry supported a national leafy green marketing agreement before it supported the Food Safety Modernization Act).

\textsuperscript{139} There are a number of private governance schemes addressing both the workplace and the environment, but, unlike traditional food safety private governance, they are more piecemeal, operate either via voluntary certifications or through individual businesses, and tend to rely on consumer willingness to opt in and pay more for a certified product. See Stephen Lee, \textit{The Food We Eat and the People Who Feed Us}, 94 WASH. U.L. REV. 1249, 1273 (2017) (discussing the limitations of private governance in the context of fair wages and workplace safety); Czarnezki, Pollans & Main, \textit{supra} note 86, at 1008–21 (discussing the limitations of eco-labeling certification schemes).
The second structural issue explaining industry support for the FSMA is that narrow food safety, unlike intermediate or broad food safety, can readily generate tort liability. Food producers face strict tort liability for introducing microbial contaminants that make people sick. By contrast, food producers who generate environmental harms, or who produce foods that contribute to diet-related diseases, rarely face any liability, let alone strict liability. As a result, industry has more incentive to engage in risk prevention for narrow food safety than for any other form of food safety. Another way to think about this is that narrow food safety harms are not externalities. Broad food safety harms always are. Intermediate harms are also externalities because the harms are not specific to individual transactions; instead they are the result of a large number of transactions over a long period of time.

Socioeconomics may also help explain the regulatory attention paid to narrow food safety. Foodborne illness is not uniformly correlated with wealth. Indeed, foodborne illnesses like Campylobacter and Salmonella are often more prevalent among higher socioeconomic classes. On the other hand, listeriosis

140. Strict liability applies to the sale or distribution of defective food products. See, e.g., Jackson v. Nestle-Beich, Inc., 589 N.E.2d 547, 550 (Ill. 1992) (holding that “strict liability . . . is intended to apply to all products placed in the stream of commerce regardless whether they have undergone some processing or not”); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 402A cmt. d (1965) (“The rule stated in this Section is not limited to the sale of food for human consumption, or other products for intimate bodily use, although it will obviously include them.”).

141. See, e.g., Pelman v. McDonald’s Corp., 237 F. Supp. 2d 512, 520, 538–40 (S.D.N.Y. 2003) (dismissing plaintiffs’ claim that McDonald’s acted negligently “in selling food products that are high in cholesterol, fat, salt and sugar when studies show that such foods cause obesity and detrimental health effects” in part on the grounds that the complaint failed to plead sufficient facts to establish causation); see also Pollans, Drinking Water Protection, supra note 65, at 1238–48 (describing limits of existing law to hold agricultural polluters accountable for drinking water contamination).

142. See Alexia Brunet Marks, Check Please: Using Legal Liability to Inform Food Safety Regulation, 50 HOUS. L. REV. 723, 724 (2013) (discussing how foodborne illness litigation incentivizes firms “to increase food safety practices”). There is a growing market for food safety liability insurance, and some retail and institutional buyers have begun requiring producers, particularly those exempt from the FSMA, to carry policies. See John Aloysius Cogan Jr., The Uneasy Case for Food Safety Liability Insurance, 81 BROOK. L. REV. 1495, 1498–99 (2016).

143. K.L. Newman et al., The Impact of Socioeconomic Status on Foodborne Illness in High-Income Countries: A Systematic Review, 143 EPIDEMIOL. INFECT. 2473, 2479 (2015) (finding some correlation between specific foodborne pathogens and socioeconomic status); see also Jennifer J. Quinlan, Foodborne Illness Incidence Rates and Food Safety Risks for Populations of Low Socioeconomic Status and Minority Race/Ethnicity: A Review of the Literature, 10 INT. J. ENVTL. RES. PUB. HEALTH 3634, 3637 (2013) (finding some correlation between incidence of foodborne illness and racial and ethnic status).

144. See Newman et al., supra note 143, at 2475–76, 2479 (finding that “high SES was associated with increased incidence of campylobacteriosis and salmonellosis”); see also Bridget M. Whitney et al., Socioeconomic Status and Foodborne Pathogens in Connecticut, USA, 2000–2011, 21Emerging Infectious Diseases 1617, 1619 (2015) (noting higher rates of Salmonella illness among Connecticut residents with higher socioeconomic status). The “likely explanation” for why foodborne illnesses like Salmonella are more prevalent among wealthier individuals is that they are more likely than lower-income individuals to travel internationally and “eat [ ] at restaurants”—both activities of which present major risk factors for Salmonella. Id. at 1621; see also Newman et al., supra note 143, at 2479 (“Risk factors for Campylobacter include eating restaurant-prepared food, having contact with farm animals,
is more common among those from lower socioeconomic classes. The literature suggests that any potential relationship between socioeconomic status and incidence of foodborne illness is complex. By contrast, research has established more firmly that individuals from lower socioeconomic classes face higher prevalence of diabetes and other diet-related disease. Similarly, the costs of food production’s environmental impacts, particularly those related to concentrated animal feed operations (“CAFOs”), are often borne by low-income communities and communities of color. Although these statistics do not definitively explain why food safety has been defined narrowly, they are nevertheless a critical part of the story. No one is safe from foodborne illness. Larger constituencies, including those with more economic and political clout, advocate for laws regulating narrow food safety, while intermediate and broad food safety receive less robust and less influential public support.

For all of these reasons, although food generates risk before, during, and after ingestion, acute ingestion-related risks are easier and more politically palatable to regulate. It is worth noting that in recent years, nutrition has become a more salient issue, and many food companies have invested in nutrition-related product reformulation and marketing. Although this is a significant market trend, it has not resulted in substantial regulatory change. As the next Part illustrates, the strength of regulation and deployment of resources to narrow food safety still far exceeds investments made in intermediate or broad food safety.

145. Newman et al., supra note 143, at 2479 (finding that “[l]ow SES was associated with increased incidence of listeriosis”). “Risk factors for Listeria include eating cold processed meats, unpasteurized milk products, and being immunosuppressed.” Id. (citing Bala Swaminathan & Peter Gerner-Smidt, The Epidemiology of Human Listeriosis, 9 MICROBES & INFECTION 1236 (2007)). These particular risk factors of listeriosis (with the exception of consuming raw milk) are associated with individuals from lower socioeconomic classes. Id. at 2479–80.

146. A. Espelt et al., Socioeconomic Inequalities in Diabetes Mellitus Across Europe at the Beginning of the 21st Century, 51 DIABETOLOGIA 1971, 1974–75 (2008) (finding that low socioeconomic position was correlated with higher rates of diabetes and higher diabetes mortality rates); Doreen M. Rabi et. al., Association of Socio-Economic Status with Diabetes Prevalence and Utilization of Diabetes Care Services, 6 BMC HEALTH SERV. RESEARCH 124, 124 (2006) (“Significant socio-economic gradients have been shown in the prevalence of several cardiovascular disease risk factors, including diabetes.”).

147. See Pollans, Regulating Farming, supra note 4, at 405–06 & 406 n.24 (citing sources describing the environmental justice problems associated with CAFOs).


149. Perhaps one reason for this disconnect is that nutrition is often framed as a matter of personal choice rather than as a market failure. Thus, regulatory intervention is characterized as unnecessarily paternalistic. Wiley, supra note 128, at 88–89 (exploring arguments that nutrition regulation is paternalistic).
Furthermore, the next Part will highlight that beyond just disproportionately investing in narrow food safety, such investments in fact continue to undermine all areas of food safety.

II. THE COSTS OF NARROW FOOD SAFETY

The traditional definition of food safety and the prioritization of narrow food safety over other aspects of food-related public health are problematic. First, the definition contributes to a misallocation of regulatory resources. Although microbial contamination results in a substantial number of deaths and illnesses every year, these numbers pale in comparison to deaths and illnesses related to intermediate and broad food safety. By defining food safety narrowly, regulators exclude these other costs from regulatory analyses. This exclusion then shapes how resource-limited agencies establish priorities. Part II.A compares the relative costs of traditional food safety and nutrition with actual allocation of regulatory resources. We look both at actual agency spending and at the types of regulatory tools used by the FDA and, where applicable, the USDA.

Second, a myopic focus on narrow food safety can have unintended consequences, because narrow food safety policies are often developed and implemented with minimal regard to intermediate and broad food safety. Put simply, regulating narrow food safety can worsen intermediate or broad food safety risks, leading to net negative health impacts. Part II.B illustrates several examples where this is the case.

Finally, a myopic focus on narrow food safety may actually make it more difficult to achieve narrow food safety. Standard approaches to narrow food safety emphasize prevention at the point of contamination. Part II.C observes that a systemic approach may more effectively protect narrow food safety by addressing underlying origins of risk and risk-factor multipliers that narrow food safety regulation currently misses. This Part concludes that defining food safety narrowly undermines both the efficiency and the effectiveness of our food safety regulatory apparatus.

A. Resource Allocation: Traditional Food Safety Versus Nutrition

It is perhaps one of the most obvious and repeated tropes of administrative law that, in a limited-resource world, public expenditures to promote health and welfare must be prioritized. We begin with the basic assumption that a primary goal of any prioritization process should be to maximize the number of lives saved. Although this Section does not engage in a precise cost-benefit analysis, it takes a preliminary look at the costs and benefits of investment in Food System Safety and asserts that the current balance of expenditure tilts too strongly in favor of traditional food safety; as a result, it draws needed resources, including policymaker attention and regulatory enforcement capacity, away from food
system risks that are objectively costlier and more harmful. We focus on a direct comparison between nutrition and traditional food safety because data on regulatory expenditures and public health costs in these areas is more readily available, but we hypothesize that a comparison across all categories of Food System Safety would support our conclusion that the scale of investment in traditional food safety relative to investment in other categories is not rational based on the associated harms.

We begin with a preliminary assessment of the relative severity of foodborne illness risks as compared to nutrition risks. Foodborne illness is a significant public health concern with substantial costs. Such illnesses annually sicken about 48 million Americans, resulting in 128,000 hospitalizations and 3,000 deaths. Estimates of associated costs range from $14.1 to $152 billion annually.

Diet-related disease is even more deadly and costly. In 2016, heart disease alone caused over 635,000 deaths in the United States, more than 200 times higher than that of foodborne illness. In 2014, diabetes killed more than 80,000 Americans. A growing number of Americans, nearly 10 percent, already suffer from type 2 diabetes, and one-third are pre-diabetic. Obesity increases the risk of heart disease and diabetes, and in 2014, the National Institutes of Health estimated that 70.2 percent of the population was either overweight or obese.

The economic costs of these diet-related diseases are staggering. In 2017, diabetes alone imposed $237 billion in medical care costs and an additional $90 billion in lost productivity. Heart disease cost $199.2 billion in medical costs, and $130.5 billion in lost productivity, and these numbers are only projected to

152. XU ET AL., supra note 42, at 6 tbl.B.
153. Id.
154. CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, NATIONAL DIABETES STATISTICS REPORT, 2017: ESTIMATES OF DIABETES AND ITS BURDEN IN THE UNITED STATES 2, 7 (2017), https://www.cdc.gov/diabetes/pdfs/data/statistics/national-diabetes-statistics-report.pdf [https://perma.cc/95EN-Q5PG] (clarifying that the statistic includes both Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes but that Type 2 accounts for 90% to 95% of all cases).
155. CDC, Adult Obesity Causes, supra note 42.
rise. The American Heart Association predicts that by 2030, total direct medical costs for heart disease will be $918 billion, and lost productivity costs will be $290 billion (in 2012 dollars).

Table 2: Cost and Illness Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Est. Deaths/Yr.</th>
<th>Est. Illnesses/Yr. (in millions)</th>
<th>Est. Costs/Yr. (in billions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foodborne Illness</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>$77.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>79,500</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>$327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Disease</td>
<td>630,000</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To assess resource allocation, we look first at actual regulatory expenditures. To what extent is the federal government investing in each of these issues? Although the numbers available do not offer precise answers, they indicate overinvestment in narrow food safety relative to nutrition.

---


159. Go, *supra* note 158, at e147.


161. Id. at 128. The table shows a midrange cost estimate. Other studies offer estimate ranges from $14.2 to $152 billion. See *supra* note 151 and accompanying text; see also SANDRA HOFFMAN, BRYAN MACULLOCH & MICHAEL BATZ, U.S. DEP’T OF AGRIC., ECON. RESEARCH SERV., *ECONOMIC BURDEN OF MAJOR FOODBORNE ILLNESSES ACQUIRED IN THE UNITED STATES* 14 (2015) [https://www.ers.usda.gov/webdocs/publications/43984/52807_eib140.pdf?v=0 [https://perma.cc/L4QJ-PWTY]] (putting the total cost at $15 billion, as the mean annual economic costs related to the fifteen major pathogens that cause 95 percent of the disease burden in the United States).

162. CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, *NATIONAL DIABETES STATISTICS REPORT, supra* note 154, at 10. This number includes only instances where diabetes was listed as the underlying cause of death on death certificates; however, it is one of several underlying or contributing causes of death in over 252,000 additional cases. *Id.*

163. Id. at 1. This is the estimated number of people living with diabetes in 2015; it is not the number of new cases. *Id.*


167. *Heart Disease Fact Sheet, supra* note 166.

168. We assume, for the purposes of this analysis, that it is normatively desirable for the scale of public intervention to be proportionate to the scale of a public health problem.
Analysis of the FDA and USDA budgets and related materials show significant financial investment in traditional food safety and much more limited investment in nutrition and diet-related disease. In 2016, the FDA spent nearly $1 billion on activities related to regulating the food supply.170 A 2018 Government Accountability Office (GAO) report found that 98 percent of this budget was spent on traditional food safety and a mere 2 percent on nutrition.171 This funding supported 4,200 full-time employees working on food safety, and only 97 full-time employees working on nutrition-related activities.172 GAO found that between January 2011 and September 2017, the FDA released thirty-three “key proposed or final regulations”; of these, twenty-one were food safety-related; five were both nutrition- and food safety-related, and only seven were nutrition-related.173 During that same period, the FDA also released 111 “key draft or final guidance documents”; of these, eighty-two were food safety-related; seventeen were related to both nutrition and food safety, and only twelve were nutrition related.174 GAO also found that the FDA was unable to “fully assess progress toward its food safety- and nutrition-related goals” because it had “developed performance measures related to some, but not all, of the eight strategic objectives that support its goals.”175 Notably, while the FDA had set performance measures for all but one of its five food safety-related objectives, it had not set performance measures for two of its three nutrition-related objectives.176

The FDA’s own descriptions of its priorities and activities reflect this assessment that nutrition is a lower priority for the agency. In its 2018 budget

---


171. See U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-18-174, supra note 170, at 22. The amount spent on nutrition may, however, be even lower, as the FDA included expenditures on implementing food allergen labeling, arguably an issue of food safety, in its nutrition-related staffing and costs. See id. at 27.

172. See id. at 22.

173. Id. at 15, 42 (defining “key” as “most relevant to and substantive for this review”).

174. Id. at 15.

175. Id. at 28.

176. See id. at 31; see also id. at 29 tbl.3 (outlining the goal, outcome, and objectives for food safety-related activities and nutrition-related activities). FDA’s nutrition-related priorities include issuing guidance to help implement menu labeling regulations and the updated Nutrition Facts label requirements, as well as implementing new requirements for use of the term “healthy” on food labels. U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN., HEALTHY INNOVATION, SAFER FAMILIES: FDA’S 2018 STRATEGIC POLICY ROADMAP 15 (Jan. 2018), https://www.fda.gov/downloads/AboutFDA/ReportsManualsForms/Reports/UCM592001.pdf [https://perma.cc/AE8S-P8YT]. These action items appear under the header “Leveraging Diet and Nutrition to Reduce Preventable Death and Disease.” Id. at 7. This was one of the subcategories of the priority area described, “Empower consumers to make better and more informed decisions about their diets and health; and expand the opportunities to use nutrition to reduce morbidity and mortality from disease.” Id.
request justification narrative, the FDA characterized its priorities as “responding to outbreaks, working with industry to implement FSMA regulations, reviewing infant formula notifications, helping to ensure the safety of dietary supplements, conducting reviews of food ingredients and packaging, and ensuring that foods are safe and properly labeled.” The FDA program description does specify: “The Foods Program ensures that . . . nutrition labeling is informative and accurate. The Foods Program also promotes a nutritionally healthy food supply.” But only a handful of the specific 2016 accomplishments described in the narrative relate to nutrition.

An analysis of the USDA’s budget repeats this pattern of prioritization of traditional food safety over nutrition. In 2016, the USDA’s Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS), which oversees traditional food safety for meat, poultry, and some egg and fish products, had a budget of $1.273 billion. Quantifying USDA spending on nutrition is more challenging. This is because the USDA’s Food and Nutrition Service (FNS), the budget of which exceeded $100 billion in 2016, primarily funds hunger relief rather than nutrition. The FNS is responsible for the USDA’s fifteen nutrition and food security programs. The FNS’s leading budget item is the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) which provides eligible individuals with a financial benefit with which to purchase groceries. SNAP cost more than $80 billion in 2016. This spending is, however, nutrition indifferent; benefits can be spent on any food item, including soda, regardless of the nutritional benefit. Even

178. Id. at 32.
179. See generally id. Here, the FDA did not specifically enumerate its accomplishments related to nutrition; however, it seems that such activities fell into a category entitled “Promote Informed Decisions,” which included, along with non-nutrition accomplishments, finalizing guidance on menu labeling of caloric information, issuing a request for information on use of the term “healthy” on food products, and issuing draft guidance on voluntary sodium reduction. Id. at 48–52.
181. See id. at 40 tbl. FNCS-2 (categorizing USDA Food and Nutrition Service (FNS) spending for 2016).
182. See id. at 39. The FNS includes the Center for Nutrition Policy and Promotion and the Food and Nutrition Service. Id.
184. USDA FY 2018 BUDGET SUMMARY, supra note 180, at 40 tbl. FNCS-2.
among programs that are not nutrition indifferent, the focus is on combating malnourishment rather than diet-related disease.\textsuperscript{186}

A few specific USDA nutrition programs address whole-diet health, but spending for these programs hovers at around one-third the level of USDA traditional food safety spending. Most significantly, SNAP Education (SNAP-Ed) cost $414 million in 2017.\textsuperscript{187} SNAP-Ed is a grant program that provides funding to states to create nutritional education and obesity prevention programs for SNAP participants and SNAP-eligible individuals.\textsuperscript{188} Other programs include the Food Insecurity Nutrition Incentive, which awarded $16.8 million in 2016 to incentivize “purchases of fruits and vegetables” among SNAP recipients,\textsuperscript{189} and the Healthy Food Financing Initiative, which awarded about $22 million in 2015 to invest in development of grocery stores, farmers markets, and other healthy food retail institutions in neighborhoods lacking food retail.\textsuperscript{190}

These numbers suggest that although federal government investment in hunger relief is substantial, the scale of investment in nutrition improvement by the two main agencies, the FDA and USDA, pales in comparison to investment in traditional food safety. This discrepancy is particularly problematic when compared to the significant disparity in the number of individuals impacted. In other words, for traditional food safety, many more dollars are invested per life lost than for nutrition.\textsuperscript{191}
In addition to the total number of dollars spent, we must also examine what dollars are spent on. Regulatory instrument choice serves as one indicator of the perceived severity of the problem. Here, the contrast between nutrition and traditional food safety is even starker. Typically, more serious threats justify more invasive regulatory methods. For instance, hefty “sin taxes” on cigarettes, which followed less successful education campaigns, are now largely uncontroversial because the dominant public perception is that cigarettes are extremely unhealthy and have no redeeming qualities.\footnote{192} By contrast, taxes on sugary drinks are highly controversial because the public has not widely accepted that soda is extremely unhealthy.\footnote{193} Many view a sugar-sweetened beverage tax as too paternalistic, and advocates focusing on consumer freedom have been extremely successful in swaying lawmakers and voters alike.\footnote{194}

Traditional food safety regulation includes a broad array of prescriptive, command-and-control regulatory programs. Both the USDA and the FDA set specific standards defining adulteration, inspect facilities for compliance, mandate recordkeeping, and exercise their authority to prohibit adulterated products from entering the stream of commerce.\footnote{195}

By contrast, the FDA’s approach, and the approach across the federal government to addressing diet-related disease, uses a much lighter touch.
Components include limited requirements related to labeling for nutrition-related purposes, funding for research and education, and most recently, standards for voluntary reduction of ingredients with long-term potential harm, such as the FDA’s voluntary guidance on sodium reduction.\textsuperscript{196}

The contrast between prescriptive regulations on the one hand, and education or voluntary standards on the other, reflects a serious mismatch between the nature and severity of each problem and the solutions brought to bear. Taken together with the discrepancy in the resources allocated to each of these types of food safety, the disparity in the strength of the regulatory methods used illuminates the depth this mismatch. The next two Sections show how, beyond mere misallocation of resources, the focus on narrow food safety has unintentioned consequences, sometimes increasing overall food system health effects by worsening outcomes in intermediate and broad food safety (Part II.B), and sometimes limiting the effectiveness of the regulations intended to reduce narrow food safety risks (Part II.C).

\textbf{B. The Collateral Consequences of Prioritizing Narrow Safety}

The regulatory focus on narrow food safety can worsen other types of food safety risks. Prioritizing narrow food safety over other food-related safety concerns can generate a variety of unintended consequences, including both short-term and long-term health and environmental tradeoffs. Although it is difficult to quantify these tradeoffs, examples from the FSMA and the FDCA demonstrate how tradeoffs may occur. We show that these tradeoffs exist and that the FDA frequently affords them insufficient attention.

“Health-health tradeoffs” are a common phenomenon in risk regulation.\textsuperscript{197} These occur when regulatory actions designed to resolve one kind of safety problem generate another kind of safety problem.\textsuperscript{198} In the food safety context, a quintessential example is the use of nitrates to process foods. Nitrates reduce the risk of botulism in cured meat products.\textsuperscript{199} But there is some concern that

\begin{footnote}{196}{See Weimholt, \textit{supra} note 193, at 503 (arguing that the FDA’s primary approach to obesity has been through information-based regulatory tools); \textit{see also} FDA, \textit{Draft Sodium Guidance}, \textit{supra} note 52.}
\begin{footnote}{198}{Sunstein, \textit{Health-Health Tradeoffs}, \textit{supra} note 197, at 1535 (defining “health-health tradeoffs” as “when the diminution of one health risk simultaneously increases another health risk”). “[F]or example, fuel economy standards, designed to reduce environmental risks, may make automobiles less safe, and in that way increase risks to life and health.” \textit{Id.}}
\begin{footnote}{199}{U.S. Dep’t of Agric., \textit{Food Safety Information: Clostridium Botulinum} 2 (Jan. 2010) (explaining how nitrates and nitrites are used to prevent botulism in meat and poultry products), https://www.fsis.usda.gov/wps/wcm/connect/a70a5447-9490-4855-a0d-ef17/e0b5e46/Clostridium_botulinum.pdf?MOD=AJPERES [https://perma.cc/7XTB-MZPN].}
once added to foods, nitrates react with other ingredients to form carcinogenic compounds.200

In this example, both risks fall within narrow food safety; where narrow food safety conflicts with other intermediate or broad food safety risks, engaging in risk tradeoff analysis is even more challenging. Division of labor among federal agencies contributes this problem.201 Actions required or encouraged to reduce instances of foodborne illness, such as excluding wildlife from produce fields or shifting to single-use packaging, have ancillary consequences that extend beyond the traditional domain of the FDA.202 The remainder of this Subsection identifies several examples of such tradeoffs. Underlying each of these examples is an empirical question about the precise value of the tradeoff that we do not purport to answer.203 Instead, we intend this discussion to raise the possibility that a single-minded emphasis on narrow food safety may have costs to intermediate and broad safety that are not outweighed by the accompanying gains in narrow food safety.

1. Conflict Between Narrow and Intermediate Food Safety

The FDA’s focus on narrow food safety presents tradeoffs with nutrition. The FSMA grants the FDA the express authority to regulate on-farm practices to reduce the risks of foodborne illness in produce.204 Under this statutory mandate, the FDA promulgated the “Produce Safety Rule,” which imposes a large regulatory burden on producers.205 While improving narrow food safety, implementation of this rule also has the potential to increase intermediate food

200. Id. at 3 (explaining that this risk can be mitigated with proper food processing practices).
201. See Sunstein, Health-Health Tradeoffs, supra note 197, at 1540 (noting that “[a] well-functioning administrative state [will] seek a measure of coordination among agencies”).
202. See generally Pollans, Regulating Farming, supra note 4, at Part I.B. (discussing tradeoffs in produce safety regulation). Critics also suggest that FDA overvalues the benefits of strengthening narrow food safety regulation. See Andy Weisbecker, More or Less Food Safety Regulation?, FOOD SAFETY NEWS (Mar. 11, 2010) (explaining that opponents of the FSMA believe that it “favors an industrial agricultural system, and . . . local food systems provide significant food safety benefits”), http://www.foodsafetynews.com/2010/03/more-or-less-food-safety-regulation/#.WoWTM6inHD4 [https://perma.cc/2URV-E72L].
203. In addition, in the FSMA context, discussion of the unintended consequences is, by necessity, speculative. FDA regulations offer farmers and food processors many choices; it is still too early to tell how regulated businesses will respond. The regulations were finalized recently, and many of the compliance deadlines are still several years off. Accordingly, it will be many years before it will be possible empirically assess the statute’s actual public health costs and benefits.
205. See U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN., PART 117: FSMA FINAL RULEMAKING FOR CURRENT GOOD MANUFACTURING PRACTICE AND HAZARD ANALYSIS AND RISK-BASED PREVENTIVE CONTROLS FOR HUMAN FOOD 40–41 (2015) (noting that economic analysis of the proposed rule’s potential health benefits will consider morbidity and mortality effects of foodborne illnesses and lost health); U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN., FDA-2011-N-0921, STANDARDS FOR THE GROWING, HARVESTING, PACKING AND HOLDING OF PRODUCE FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, FINAL REGULATORY IMPACT ANALYSIS 4 (2015) [hereinafter Produce Safety Final RIA] (acknowledging that implementation of the rule “will lead to higher costs for both the industry and consumers than the current state of no new regulatory action”).
safety risks by decreasing the availability of produce and increasing the cost of growing fruits and vegetables.

Diet-related diseases have many causes including genetic predisposition and physical activity levels, but diet—specifically the overconsumption of unhealthy foods and the underconsumption of healthy foods like fruits and vegetables—is a particularly important factor. World sugar consumption has tripled in the past fifty years. At the same time, calorie availability per capita of fruits and vegetables has held relatively steady. One well-documented challenge in consuming a healthy diet is the comparative cost of purchasing processed food items as compared to fruits and vegetables. In the United States, between 1985 and 2000, the inflation-adjusted price of fresh fruits and vegetables rose by 39 percent; and the price of carbonated soft drinks fell by nearly 24 percent. In addition to purchase prices, fruits and vegetables carry additional costs such as electricity and gas costs for food storage and preparation; expenses for purchasing cooking appliances; time and knowledge required for preparation; and higher waste as produce spoils more quickly than processed products. For many Americans, demand for food products is cost-dependent.

At the same time, the United States undersupplies produce: according to a 2006 study, the United States produced 24 percent fewer servings of vegetables than it would need if every American were to eat the recommended servings.


211. See Tatiana Andreyeva et al., The Impact of Food Prices on Consumption: A Systematic Review of Research on the Price Elasticity of Demand for Food, 100(2) AM. J. OF PUB. HEALTH 216, 218 (2010) (finding that while overall food price elasticity is low, fruit has higher price elasticity than other categories such as eggs, cheese, and sweets); Catherine Durham & James Eales, Demand Elasticities for Fresh Fruit at the Retail Level, 42 APPLIED ECON. 1345, 1350 (2010) (finding higher price elasticity, or change in demand in response to a change in price, for fruit than had previously been found).
under the Dietary Guidelines for Americans. The FSMA may exacerbate this problem. The FDA’s Final Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Produce Safety Rule acknowledges that for some farms, the costs of compliance might “halt[] production of the crops . . . deem[ed] too costly to grow, pack, harvest, and hold.” In response to commenters who feared that the Produce Safety Rule would “reduce access to . . . healthy food,” the FDA engaged briefly with the possibility that overall levels of produce production might decrease, but ultimately rejected this possibility, stating that it “does not believe that this rule will reduce access to produce.”

Commenters also raised the related concern that producers might pass on increased production costs to consumers. Increased produce costs might then reduce produce consumption levels. The FDA dismissed this concern by estimating that, because the total cost of the rule constitutes only about two percent of the value of produce sold in the US, any resulting price increase would be small. This response fails to take into account the fact that increased production costs will not be evenly distributed: even though average price increases might be small, price increases for particular products or in particular regions might be much higher. In addition, this response ignores the possibility that for low-income consumers even very small price increases might be meaningful.

The Produce Safety Rule thus may exacerbate diet-related disease risks both by increasing the costs of fruits and vegetables vis-à-vis processed products, and by decreasing the supply of produce. In estimating total costs of the rule, the FDA focused primarily on compliance costs and did not calculate any public

---

212. Emily Broad Leib, The Forgotten Half of Food System Reform: Using Food and Agricultural Law to Foster Healthy Food Production, 9 J. FOOD L. & POL’Y 17, 35 (2013); see supra notes 62–64 and accompanying text (discussing the Dietary Guidelines).
213. Produce Safety Final RIA, supra note 205, at 117. In its preliminary economic analysis, the FDA went so far as to suggest that farmers make behavioral changes to offset the costs of complying with the Produce Safety Rule, such as increasing their off-farm income in order to better support their farms. See Economic Analysis of Produce Safety Rule, supra note 129, at 318 (“FDA believes farm operators are likely to make behavioral adjustments that would alleviate the impact of a regulation on their net returns. Farm operators may decide to increase their off-farm income . . . Farms may also learn to comply with the regulation more cost-effectively over time.”).
214. Produce Safety Final RIA, supra note 205, at 7. (arguing that the “exemptions are set up in such a way as to encourage sales of produce locally” but not offering any analysis or justification for the assertion that local produce sales will actually increase as a result of the rule).
215. Id. at 11.
216. Id.
217. The Produce Safety Rule Environmental Impact Statement mentions and immediately rejects this concern on the ground that FDA expects other growers to step in to meet demand. U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN., FDA-2014-N-2244, FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE PROPOSED RULE: STANDARDS FOR GROWING, HARVESTING, PACKING, AND HOLDING OF PRODUCE FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, at 5-23 (Oct. 2015) [hereinafter Produce Safety Rule Final EIS] (offering no justification for this conclusion).
health costs. Yet, the costs excluded from the analysis have the potential to impact the most prevalent and costly diet-related risks, and if they had been included, may have painted a different picture of the regulation’s overall health impacts. With the fruit and vegetable supply already short, and diet-related diseases at all-time highs, even small changes in cost and supply of produce may have a big impact on public health.

2. Conflicts Between Narrow and Broad Food Safety

Standard approaches to narrow food safety have a variety of significant consequences for broad food safety. We focus here on two examples, increased food waste and increased plastic waste, but there are a variety of others including lost biodiversity, increased soil erosion and water contamination from agricultural runoff, and lost carbon storage.

a. Generating Food Waste

One immediate consequence of narrow food safety regulation is food waste, which raises broad food safety concerns due to its environmental impacts. To be sure, removal of unsafe food from the human food stream is essential to human health, but the current approach to narrow food safety regulation has several unintended consequences. First, overzealous food safety regulation may lead to superfluous food waste. Second, food removed from the human food chain is likely to be thrown away, even when it can be safely repurposed.

One estimate suggests that every year in the US between 125 and 160 billion pounds of food are wasted; this constitutes about 40 percent of the US food supply. Wasted food impacts the environment in several ways. First, it contributes to a massive squandering of natural resources: in the US, roughly 20 percent of the freshwater, cropland, and fertilizers put toward agriculture are used to produce food that is wasted. Food waste is the largest component of

218. Produce Safety Rule Final RIA, supra note 205, at 29–30 tbl. 2 (estimating total costs at $560.19 million annually); see also Produce Safety Rule Final EIS, supra note 217, at 4-8, 5-27 (considering as possible human health costs of the proposed rule only costs associated with chemical treatment agricultural waters).

219. See, e.g., Patrick Baur et al., Inconsistent Food Safety Pressures Complicate Environmental Conservation for California Produce Growers, 70 CALI. AGRIC. 142 (2016); Daniel S. Karp et al., The Unintended Ecological and Social Impacts of Food Safety, 65 Bioskience 1173, 1178–80 (2015) (surveying various environmental consequences of standard food safety practices); Pollans, Regulating Farming, supra note 4, at 420–27 (describing conflicts between food safety law and environmental best practices).


221. Gunders, supra note 74, at 10.

municipal solid waste that ends up in landfills and incinerators. Food that decomposes in landfills produces methane, a “potent greenhouse gas” with 25 times the warming potential of carbon dioxide. In total, wasted food produces at least 113 million tons of carbon dioxide equivalent. There has been some federal response; most notably by the USDA and EPA. In 2015, those two agencies jointly announced a National Food Waste Reduction Goal. Until recently, the FDA has been conspicuously absent from efforts to prevent waste or ensure that discarded food is used. Yet the FDA could play a vital role, as much of this food is still safely edible and often goes to waste because of unclear rules for food donation. In October 2018, FDA took an initial foray into this area, joining the EPA and USDA in signing a Memorandum of Understanding entitled “Winning at Reducing Food Waste.” This led to the announcement in April 2019 that these three agencies will work together to implement a “Winning on Reducing Food Waste Federal Interagency Strategy.” It still remains to be seen, however, what steps the FDA will take to implement this agreement.

223. GUNDER, supra note 74, at 30.
224. REFED, supra note 220, at 50.
The following examples from a range of food safety contexts illustrate how narrow food safety regulation generates food waste. First, FSMA regulations contain a variety of measures designed to ensure that animals do not introduce contamination into produce fields. Farmers must take all reasonable measures to “identify[,] and not harvest[,] covered produce that is reasonably likely to be contaminated with [animal excreta] . . . [or] that is visibly contaminated with animal excreta.”231 Although the FDA drafted an environmental impact statement (EIS), and made some modifications to the rule to reduce its environmental footprint, the EIS does not adequately consider the potential food waste impacts of the rule.232 The FDA also rejected waste-reduction alternatives, including proper washing of contaminated produce.233 Although it is too early to determine exactly how much food will be wasted as a result of the new rule, anecdotal reports of the Leafy Green Marketing Agreement, a pre-FSMA produce safety agreement, suggest that field inspectors often require farmers to throw away all produce grown within a twenty-foot radius of the animal incursion.234

Second, the FSMA authorizes the FDA to instigate mandatory recalls.235 The food waste consequences of recalls are serious.236 Recalls lead to waste of the food item being recalled, and can often cause waste of items that are eventually found not to be the foodborne illness vector. For example, in 2008, the FDA warned consumers about a possible Salmonella outbreak in tomatoes.237 Although the warning was later revoked, tomato demand declined, leading to more than 30 percent of US tomato acreage going unharvested that year.238 Further, when a food product from one state or region is implicated in an

---

232. Produce Safety Rule Final EIS, supra note 217, at 10-11, 10-12 (addressing food waste only in the context of “[s]oil [a]mendment,” which includes “table waste,” which includes all “post-consumer food waste”). The FDA did reject a more intrusive alternative that would have required farmers to ensure exclusion of animals from produce fields. Id. at 4-85 to 4-91 (discussing potential alternatives to rule regarding animal incursion to produce fields). The FDA’s “Waste Generation, Disposal, and Resource Use” focuses primarily on consequences of potential shifts from biological soil amendments such as compost and manure to chemical fertilizers, and does not directly consider wasted food. Id. at 4-7, 4-82, 4-89, 5-23 (examining waste specifically in the context of rules related to excluding animals from fields and not addressing food waste).
234. See Pollans, Regulating Farming, supra note 4, at 425. The Produce Safety Rule has staggered compliance dates for farms based on their size. The effective date for most farms was January 2018; for small farms, the effective date was January 2019, and for very small farms the effective date will be January 2020. U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN., Compliance Dates, https://www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceRegulation/FSMA/ucm540944.htm [https://perma.cc/628K-L9VD].
237. GUNDER S, supra note 74, at 15.
238. Id.
outbreak, consumers often avoid the product entirely, even if it can be purchased from another region. Although foodborne illness warnings and recalls are sometimes necessary, the FSMA gives no guidance to the FDA on balancing acute food safety with environmental concerns likely to result from unnecessary waste, nor does the FDA embark on any comprehensive planning that could help divert or recover food that is a recall casualty. Both the FDA and the USDA, which governs meat recalls, provide guidance materials with very detailed requirements on the disposal and destruction of recalled products. But with the exception of a brief note in the FDA’s investigations manual indicating that the agency must witness the “reconditioning or destruction” (emphasis added) of the product, and one in the USDA Directive stating that the agency must receive prior notification of a recalled product’s “disposition . . . (e.g., destruction or relabeling)” (emphasis added)—neither agency provides specific guidance, encouragement, or direction for how companies or individual consumers might relabel, recondition, donate, or otherwise use recalled products.

Third, FDA inaction on food date labels also exacerbates food waste. Although “best before,” “use by,” “sell by” or other such labels typically serve

---


242. U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN., INVESTIGATIONS OPERATION MANUAL, supra note 241, at Ch. 7 – Recall Activities, § 7.2.1(8) (2018) (“FDA must witness or otherwise verify the reconditioning or destruction of the products returned under the recall . . . .”)

243. FOOD SAFETY & INSPECTION SERV., DIRECTIVE 8080.1 REV. 7 RECALL OF MEAT AND POULTRY PRODUCTS, Attachment 3, Product Recall Guidelines for Firms, § 1(H) (2013) (“Agency personnel should be notified prior to disposition actions (e.g., destruction or relabeling) of product returned to the firm.”).

244. There is one exception to this general treatment of recalls. The FDA provides detailed guidance on the repurposing and reconditioning of goods after disasters, including floods, earthquakes, hurricanes, volcanoes, tornadoes, chemical spills, wrecks, riots and disorders, fires, explosions, and bioterrorism. See U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN., INVESTIGATIONS OPERATION MANUAL, supra note 241, at Ch. 8.5 – Disaster Procedures, § 8.5.1 (disaster types). Goods affected by a disaster may be released into the stream of commerce, condemned for destruction or disposal, or reconditioned for a non-food, non-feed industry. See id. §§ 8.5.7.6–7.8.
only as quality or freshness indicators, many people assume that if such a date has passed, the food is unsafe and needs to be thrown away.\textsuperscript{245} Food businesses, food recovery organizations, and food bank recipients are similarly confused, as are state regulators.\textsuperscript{246} Because there is no federal law regulating date labels, states are free to pass their own date label regulations or requirements.\textsuperscript{247} In some states, the sale or donation of past-date food is restricted or prohibited.\textsuperscript{248} In fact, unnecessary waste due to date labels is so prevalent that one study concluded that simply standardizing food label dates and instructions was the most cost-effective approach to reducing US food waste; this reform could prevent 398,000 tons of food waste and provide $1.8 billion in economic value annually.\textsuperscript{249} The FDA has a mandate to protect consumers from misleading labels,\textsuperscript{250} but, despite evidence that these labels mislead businesses and consumers, the FDA has taken no regulatory action governing date labels.\textsuperscript{251} Instead, in May 2019 the FDA Deputy Commissioner for Food Policy and Response published an open letter to industry encouraging use of the term “Best if Used By” for producers using a label to communicate product quality.\textsuperscript{252} Ironically, the FDA has indicated reluctance to regulate in this area partly on the ground that dates are not safety-related.\textsuperscript{253} The USDA also does not regulate date labels for meat and poultry


\textsuperscript{246} BROAD LEIB ET AL., THE DATING GAME, supra note 245, at 22.

\textsuperscript{247} Id. at 12 (“Because federal regulation of date labels is so limited, states consequently have vast discretion to regulate date labels in almost any way they see fit . . . The result is an inconsistent state regulatory scheme that is not necessarily improving public health.”).

\textsuperscript{248} Id. at 22 (“Laws in 20 states plus the District of Columbia also explicitly regulate the sale (and sometimes even donation) of foods beyond their label date.”). Montana, for example, prohibits sale or donation of past-date milk. Id. at 46 (citing MONT. ADMIN. R. 32.8.202(1) (2013) (“When 12 days or more have passed following pasteurization of a unit of grade A milk, there will be no quantities of that unit of milk sold or otherwise offered for public consumption.”)).

\textsuperscript{249} REFEED, supra note 220, at 20, 33.

\textsuperscript{250} See 21 U.S.C. § 331(a) (2012) (prohibiting introduction to interstate commerce of misbranded foods); id. § 371 (authorizing FDA enforcement); id. § 321(k) (defining “label”).

\textsuperscript{251} The FDA does note that sell by, use by, and best by dates “are quality dates only, not safety dates. If stored properly, a food product should be safe, wholesome and of good quality after its Use by or Best by date.” U.S. Food & Drug Admin., How to Cut Food Waste and Maintain Food Safety 2 (2018), https://www.fda.gov/downloads/Food/ResourcesForYou/Consumers/UCMS29509.pdf [https://perma.cc/2HM6-AVZ4].

\textsuperscript{252} Open Letter from Frank Yiannas, Deputy Commissioner, Food Policy and Response, Food & Drug Admin. (May 23, 2019), https://www.fda.gov/media/125114/download [https://perma.cc/PWU4-TPYW].

\textsuperscript{253} See BROAD LEIB ET AL., THE DATING GAME, supra note 245, at 19 (citing Mary Bender Brandt et al., Ctr. for Food Safety & Applied Nutrition, Prevalence of Food Safety, Quality, and Other Consumer Statements on Labels of Processed, Packaged Foods, 23 FOOD PROTECTION TRENDS 870, 872 (2003)) (noting that the FDA’s Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition has found most foods “when kept in optimal storage conditions, are safe to eat and of acceptable quality for periods of time past the label date”).
products, the foods under its purview, but its industry guidance also recommends that manufacturers use the term “Best if Used By” if they are using a date label to indicate a product’s quality. Because use of the term “Best if Used By” is recommended but not required, industry has a choice of whether to use this standard label, and in more than half of states, use of this standard language is not allowed due to state law. Eating food past the date is not linked with narrow food safety risks, but the waste that occurs due to confusion over the many labels contributes to environmental degradation and thus impacts broad food safety. The lack of required standard labels, motivated in part by FDA’s view of its regulatory mandate, contributes to ongoing confusion and waste, thus exacerbating these broader food system safety risks.

b. Generating Plastic Waste

A variety of food safety rules create preferences for single use packaging. Although none of the FDA’s rules expressly prohibit reusable packaging, they make the option more burdensome by imposing extensive requirements related to equipment selection and to sanitizing and washing procedures. Single use packaging has extensive environmental costs that are not fully accounted for in these regulations.

The FDA Food Code illustrates the point. The Code is a model food safety regulation governing restaurants and other food service establishments that has been adopted at least in part by all fifty states. The Code allows food to contact only certain types of surfaces: linens or other equipment laundered and sanitized

---


257. The FDA distinguishes “[p]ackaging,” which describes “placing food into a container that directly contacts the food and that the consumer receives,” and “[p]acking,” which describes “placing food into a container other than packaging the food.” 21 C.F.R. § 1.227 (2018). In this Article, we use “packaging” in its more colloquial sense. We also consider other kinds of single use resources such as disposable wipes.

258. There are sixty-six state agencies with jurisdiction over restaurants and retail food stores. Out of these agencies, sixty-three (and at least one in every state) have adopted some version of the FDA Model Food Code. U.S. Food & Drug Admin., Adoption of the FDA Food Code by State and Territorial Agencies Responsible for the Oversight of Restaurants and Retail Food Stores, 5–6 (2016), https://www.fda.gov/downloads/Food/GuidanceRegulation/RetailFoodProtection/FoodCode/UCM577858.pdf [https://perma.cc/V85M-6Z7T].
pursuant to a lengthy list of requirements or “single service and single use articles.” 259 Similarly, while single use wipes can be used and then thrown away, cloths for wiping counters must be “held between uses in a chemical sanitizer solution.” 260 Other provisions simply permit the use of single use items even when other options are readily available. For instance, food employees “may not contact exposed, READY-TO-EAT FOOD with their bare hands and shall use suitable UTENSILS such as deli tissue, spatulas, tongs, single-use gloves, or dispensing EQUIPMENT.” 261 The Code goes on to allow employees to touch food with bare hands only after satisfying a long list of requirements. 262 Finally, with regard to customer refills using durable mugs, the Code prohibits food service establishments from doing so “except for refilling a CONSUMER’S drinking cup or container without contact between the pouring UTENSIL and the lip-contact area of the drinking cup or container[;] FOOD EMPLOYEES may not use TABLEWARE, including SINGLE-SERVICE ARTICLES, soiled by the CONSUMER, to provide second portions or refills.” 263

FSMA rulemaking repeats this trend. The produce safety rule includes the general requirement that “[i]f you reuse food-packing material, you must take adequate steps to ensure that food contact surfaces are clean, such as by cleaning food-packing containers or using a clean liner.” 264 This provision, and others related to food contact surfaces and equipment sanitation, is excluded from the EIS, primarily on the ground that they are consistent with existing sanitation rules. 265

Although it is difficult to quantify the precise effects of these preferences, a few statistics on overall use of disposables suggest the scope of the problem. On the consumer side, Americans use 500 million straws 266 and 100 million plastic utensils per day 267 and throw away 25 billion Styrofoam coffee cups per

---

260. Id. § 3-304.14(B) (discussing “cloths in-use for wiping counters”) (cross-referencing to requirements for the sanitizing bath). Although the Food Code requires that single-use disposable wipes “be used in accordance with EPA-approved manufacturer’s label use instructions,” these instructions relate to safety of use and not to disposal. Id. § 3-304.14(F).
261. Id. § 3-301.11(B).
262. Id. §§ 2.301.12, .14, .16 (establishing extensive requirements for handwashing); id. § 3.301.11(E) (establishing extensive requirements for when food may touch with bare hands).
263. Id. § 3-304.16(A).
264. 21 C.F.R. § 112.116(b) (2018).
265. See Produce Safety Rule Final EIS, supra note 217, at 2-37 (excluding Subparts K, dealing with packing and holding of food, and L, dealing with equipment sanitation, from further consideration in the EIS). According to the FDA, “[n]umerous state health regulations require clean, safe, and pest-free environments in which food is handled,” and although these regulations “do not necessarily extend to farms and farm mixed-type facilities, there is ample industry guidance for growers.” Id. The FDA concluded that “these actions are not expected to result in significant environmental impacts.” Id.
266. The Be Straw Free Campaign, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, https://www.nps.gov/articles/straw-free.htm [https://perma.cc/HBB3-4KH5].
year. On the distribution side, less data is available, but disposables are used throughout the supply chain for food production, processing, transportation, and preparation. Disposables include packaging to prevent damage in transit, cleaning materials, and disposable gloves used in food service.

These disposables impose significant environmental costs including resource consumption and pollution. Resource consumption concerns relate to continued extraction of raw materials used to produce paper, plastic, and glass. Pollution concerns relate both to proper disposal—air and water emissions from landfills and combustion facilities—and improper disposal—plastics in oceans and other waterways.

The EPA recommends source reduction as a primary means for reducing the environmental footprint of food packaging. But, as the examples above demonstrate, FDA regulations fail to incorporate this recommendation. Instead, those regulations incentivize disposables, prioritizing relatively low-probability but high-salience events (cross-contamination from durables) over high-probability but low-salience events (environmental effects of disposables).

C. The Self-Defeating Consequences of Prioritizing Narrow Food Safety

In addition to making tradeoffs in favor of narrow food safety that potentially worsen intermediate and broad food safety, the singular focus on narrow food safety can be self-defeating. The following examples demonstrate that federal agencies often miss opportunities to reduce acute food safety problems by failing to think more holistically about the food system. In these examples, the regulatory approach is narrow in different kinds of ways. Typically, it is narrow because it focuses almost exclusively on microbial contamination—zeroing in on adulteration without looking at how adulteration interacts with other food system issues—but it is often also narrow in its approach to risk assessment—focusing on the moment of microbial


269. Laurel Curran, Gloves Alone Aren’t Enough for Food Safety, FOOD SAFETY NEWS (Oct. 11, 2010) (noting the potential that improper use of gloves may exacerbate microbial risks).


271. Rochman et al., supra note 76; see supra Part I.A.3 (describing these concerns in greater depth).

contamination rather than on the origins of the microbes. A common theme throughout this Section is the siloing of regulatory responsibility. The FDA has jurisdiction over a small range of food safety risks and over a small range of regulated entities. It is often not authorized to engage in such comprehensive risk assessment and regulation.

1. Diet-Related Disease and Susceptibility to Foodborne Illness

Under-regulation of nutrition risks heightens susceptibility to foodborne illness. Thus, high and growing rates of diet-related diseases themselves contribute to increased acute food safety risks.

Diabetes weakens the immune system, and food poisoning is especially likely to affect those with weakened immune systems. For this reason, the Mayo Clinic lists diabetes among the most serious risk factors for food poisoning.\textsuperscript{273} The FDA warns those suffering from diabetes about their increased risk, noting

\[\text{[a]}\text{ consequence of having diabetes is that it may leave you more susceptible to developing infections—like those that can be brought on by disease-causing bacteria and other pathogens that cause foodborne illness. Should you contract a foodborne illness, you are more likely to have a lengthier illness, undergo hospitalization, or even die.}\textsuperscript{274}

Notably, according to the FDA, diabetes can damage the digestive tract, delaying digestion and allowing pathogens to remain in the system longer and multiply.\textsuperscript{275} One study reported that diabetes patients were three times more likely than the general population to contract salmonellosis, four times more likely than the general population to contract campylobacteriosis, and twenty-fives times more likely than healthy people without diabetes to develop listeriosis.\textsuperscript{276}

Cancer and cancer treatments also weaken the immune system. The Mayo Clinic includes those undergoing treatment for cancer among the groups most susceptible to foodborne illness.\textsuperscript{277} The FDA itself also provides guidance on how those suffering from cancer or undergoing cancer-related treatments can reduce their risk of foodborne illness.\textsuperscript{278}


\textsuperscript{275} Id. at 3.


\textsuperscript{277} MAYO CLINIC, supra note 273.

As discussed in Part II.A, large numbers of Americans suffer from diet-related disease or are at risk for diet-related disease.279 These Americans are at higher risk for contracting foodborne illness and suffer more severe consequences of foodborne illness when infected. This example demonstrates that under-regulation of intermediate food safety risks worsens narrow food safety risks.

2. Farm Environments and the Emergence of Foodborne Illness

Food handling practices on farms and at processing plants have significant food safety consequences. For instance, few measures are more important to preventing microbial contamination than those requiring employers to provide employees with sanitary bathrooms and handwashing stations.280 Other measures, such as those requiring employees with illnesses that might be transmittable via food contact to stay away from food contact until recovered are common sense.281 The FSMA is very successful in addressing these kinds of localized risk, but far less successful at addressing the broader risks of an industrialized food system.282 By focusing narrowly on microbial contamination and on produce farms as the locus of risk prevention, Congress and the FDA miss systemic causes of risks, potentially making safe produce more costly and more elusive. As the following examples demonstrate, many of these underlying causes can be addressed through more comprehensive regulation of broad food safety. In the absence of such regulation, current approaches to food safety are in some cases ineffective or counterproductive.


280. See Pollans, Regulating Farming, supra note 4, at 431–32, 431 n.141 (noting that requiring employees to wash their hands before handling food is one of the most effective known food safety measures).

281. 21 C.F.R. § 117.10(a) (2018) (“Any person who, by medical examination or supervisory observation, is shown to have, or appears to have, an illness, open lesion, including boils, sores, or infected wounds, or any other abnormal source of microbial contamination by which there is a reasonable possibility of food, food-contact surfaces, or food-packaging materials becoming contaminated, must be excluded from any operations which may be expected to result in such contamination until the condition is corrected, unless conditions such as open lesions, boils, and infected wounds are adequately covered.”). Although, as we discuss in Part II.C.3, such restrictions, when mandated in the absence of worker sick leave programs, might be counterproductive.

282. See Pollans, Regulating Farming, supra note 4, at 400 (identifying this as a major source of FSMA criticism).
a. From Feedlot to Farm

The FSMA’s focused approach on regulating produce farms fails to consider that produce farms are not always in the best position to mitigate contamination. Concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs), which consolidate meat production, generate large amounts of manure and thus microbial contamination. To the extent that many CAFOs are unable to contain their waste, these microbes threaten both the meat supply and the produce supply. Contamination may travel to a neighboring produce farm via either wild (or feral) animals or water runoff. In 2018, an outbreak of *E. coli* in romaine lettuce from Yuma, Arizona led to nearly 100 hospitalizations and five deaths. The FDA found that canal water used for irrigation contained the same *E. coli* strain, and that the canal ran next to a CAFO that housed up to 100,000 head of cattle. The FDA did not ultimately say the CAFO was the cause of the contamination because “samples collected at the CAFO also did not yield the outbreak strain,” yet it noted that while “[a]other possible explanations for how the irrigation canal became contaminated are possible, . . . [it] found no evidence in support of alternative explanations.” In cases such as these, produce farmers may not actually be the least cost avoiders of microbial contamination, but they bear the brunt of the regulations as the FDA has no authority to regulate


284. For many CAFOs, the question is not if but when a spill will occur and how bad it will be. Although there is not accurate national level data, examples from a number of states and regions illustrate this point. For instance, a 1995 study in North Carolina found that about 55 percent of manure lagoons on hog farms were leaking. Waste Management, SUSTAINABLE TABLE, http://www.sustainabletable.org/906 [https://perma.cc/XKF2-KKMQ] (citing R.L. Huffman & P.W. Westerman, Estimated Seepage Losses From Established Swine Waste Lagoons in the Lower Coastal Plain in North Carolina, 38 TRANSACTIONS OF THE AM. SOC’Y OF AGRIC. ENG’RS 449 (1995)). “In Indiana there are approximately 550 operating CAFOs. In 1997 animal feedlots were responsible for 2,391 manure spills in the state, including a single spill of 9,600 gallons of hog manure.” *Indiana Must Require Industrial Farms to Have CWA Permits, or Face Loss of Its Authority: Save the Valley v. EPA*, 23 ANDREWS HAZARDOUS WASTE LITIG. REP. 8 (2002).


287. Id. (“FDA considers that the most likely way romaine lettuce became contaminated was from the use of water from this irrigation canal . . . A large concentrated animal feeding operation (CAFO) is located adjacent to this stretch of the irrigation canal. The EA team did not identify an obvious route for contamination of the irrigation canal from this facility; in addition, the limited number of samples collected at the CAFO also did not yield the outbreak strain. Other possible explanations for how the irrigation canal became contaminated are possible, but the EA team found no evidence in support of alternative explanations.”).
The FDA acknowledges that farmers downstream from CAFOs may need additional layers of testing and to install supplemental filtration for irrigation water. A lack of regulation of broader food safety here allows activities upstream to worsen narrow food safety risks downstream.

b. Sterilizing Farm Environments

Narrow food safety regulation often relies on sterilization as a strategy to eliminate microbial contaminants. Sterilization strategies direct farmers and food producers away from more environmentally friendly practices that could promote broader food safety, and miss the ways that those practices could, in some cases, promote narrow food safety.

The FSMA emphasizes sterilization throughout both the Produce Safety and Preventive Controls rules. For instance, the Produce Safety Rule requires that any steps to treat agricultural water (water used for irrigation or produce washing) “be effective to make the water safe and of adequate sanitary quality.” Both rules require that food contact surfaces be “sanitize[d],” which “means to adequately treat cleaned surfaces by a process that is effective in destroying vegetative cells of [pathogens], and in substantially reducing numbers of other undesirable microorganisms, but without adversely affecting the product or its safety for the consumer.”

Although “sterilization” of food and food environments can mitigate microbial contamination, it misses an opportunity to “co-manage” food production and processing for general environmental and narrow food safety benefits. The FDA defines “co-management” as farming “strategies [that] balance food safety concerns with environmental and farm management concerns.” Co-management relies on the principal that microbially diverse

288. The FDA can regulate use of animal drugs on feedlots, but has no other direct regulatory authority. 21 U.S.C. § 360b (2012) (governing new animal drugs). Several other agencies, including the USDA and EPA, have authority over animal feedlots. See 40 C.F.R. § 122.21 (2018) (governing water discharge permits for CAFOs).

289. Standards for Growing, Harvesting, Packing, and Holding of Produce for Human Consumption, 80 Fed. Reg. 74,354, 74,456 (Nov. 27, 2015) (to be codified at 21 C.F.R. § pt 11, 16, 112) (describing what a farmer would need to do if he or she learned that a CAFO had opened upstream); see also Daniel S. Karp et al., Comanaging Fresh Produce for Nature Conservation and Food Safety, 112 PROCEEDINGS OF THE NAT’L ACAD. OF SCIÉS. 11126, 11127 (2015) (finding that E. coli is about “100 times more likely” to be found near grazeable land than far from grazeable land); Pollans, Regulating Farming, supra note 4, at 439 (observing that the need to take steps to exclude wildlife from the farm may be more important at farms in the vicinity of CAFOs than those not).


292. See Karp et. al, supra note 289, at 11126 (exploring the potential for comanaging farm environments to simultaneously “achieve food safety and nature conservation goals”).

293. Produce Safety Rule Final EIS, supra note 217, at 1-19 n.13.
environments offer better protection against harmful microbes. Some agrichemicals can increase prevalence of \textit{E. coli} by decreasing predatory and competitor bacterial abundance.\footnote{294} Sterilization can also undermine food safety by reducing the presence of insects, yet these insects can be beneficial for food safety. For example, one recent study identified faeces-feeding beetles as a key ally for improving food safety.\footnote{295} Co-management would assess risk across the entire food system. It might, for instance, call for “coordinating management practices among feedlot operators, ranchers, and producer growers,” reducing runoff with secondary treatment wetlands, or planting produce that is not eaten raw in areas adjacent to grazeable lands.\footnote{296}

Advocates for co-management also call for sequestering pathogens by maintaining and installing vegetated buffers.\footnote{297} Historically, farmers have removed these buffers at the behest of food safety inspectors, operating on the theory that these buffers increase risk by attracting wildlife.\footnote{298} Although the FSMA does not include any specific requirements with regard to buffers, it creates incentives for farmers to remove buffers by prohibiting harvest of food if there is evidence of contamination from wildlife.\footnote{299}

In the Final EIS for the Produce Safety Rule, the FDA acknowledged that “the concept of co-management is important in promoting stewardship on the farm, including protecting water and soil quality and conserving wildlife and ecosystem habitat, while balancing food safety and farm productivity goals.”\footnote{300} The preamble to the final Produce Safety Rule also acknowledged the importance of co-management for environmental and food safety benefits, but the FDA declined to define co-management in the rule itself or to require any affirmative conservation-friendly practices.\footnote{301}

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
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\item 294. Karp et al., \textit{supra} note 289, at 11128.
\item 295. Matthew S. Jones et al., \textit{Organic Farming Promotes Biotic Resistance to Foodborne Human Pathogens}, 56 \textit{J. APPLIED ECOL.} 1117, 1117 (2019) (concluding that “farmland simplification actually increases the likelihood that produce will be contaminated with human pathogens”).
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c. Antibiotic Resistance

Concerns about antibiotic resistance are on the rise, and a growing literature links such resistance to the high levels of antibiotic use in food-producing animals. Estimates suggest that farms use 80 percent of all antibiotics sold in the United States. Farmers give antibiotics to animals not just to treat illness, but also to prevent disease and promote growth. These latter two uses often involve consistently giving animals low-dose “subtherapeutic” amounts of antibiotics over time. The FDA’s under-regulation of antibiotics heightens narrow food safety risks by making foodborne illnesses resistant to antibiotics and thus more difficult to treat.

The FDA has authority over new animal drugs and animal feed containing new animal drugs. The FDA may permit only those animal drugs that are safe

302. See NRDC v. FDA, 760 F. 3d 151, 153 (2d Cir. 2014) (“[R]esearch shows that bacteria that develop resistance to antibiotics used in animal feed can transfer to human beings and pose a risk to human health. For that reason, various public-interest organizations have sought to force the [FDA] to prohibit the use of certain antibiotics in animal feed.”); Emilie Aguirre, An International Model for Antibiotics Regulation, 72 FOOD & DRUG L.J. 295, 298 (2017) (examining opportunities to apply the “democratic experimentalist” model internationally to reduce antibiotic use on food-producing animals as a way to address antibiotic resistance) [hereinafter Aguirre, An International Model]; Emilie Aguirre, Contagion Without Relief: Democratic Experimentalism and Regulating the Use of Antibiotics in Food-Producing Animals, 64 UCLA L. REV. 550, 557 (2017) (“As the only state action in this critical area, ensuring the experimentalist implementation of the California law and securing its fate against preemption are crucial to addressing the threat that overuse of antibiotics poses to public health.”); Jonathan Anomaly, Ethics, Antibiotics, and Public Policy, 15 GEO. J.L. & PUB. POL’Y 999, 1006–08 (2017) (examining the moral tradeoffs in antibiotics regulation); Lisa Heinzerling, Undue Process at the FDA: Antibiotics, Animal Feed, and Agency Intransigence, 37 VT. L. REV. 1007, 1008–09 (2013) (arguing that FDA acted incorrectly by not withdrawing animal drug approvals for antibiotics used in livestock); Timothy F. Landers et al., A Review of Antibiotic Use in Food Animals: Perspective, Policy, and Potential, 127 PUB. HEALTH REP. 4, 6 (2012) (noting a long history of evidence finding a link between antibiotics given to food-producing animals and antibiotic resistance in humans); Susan A. Schneider, Beyond the Food We Eat: Animal Drugs in Livestock Production, 25 DUKE ENVTL. L. & POL’Y F. 227, 229 (2015) (arguing that the existing regulatory framework is insufficient); Sidney A. Shapiro, Overuse of Antibiotics in Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations: Regulation and Tort Law, 47 ENVTL. L. 557, 558 (2017) (exploring the use of the tort system to regulate overuse of antibiotics).


304. See Landers et al., supra note 302, at 6 (describing the differences between “therapeutic use” (to treat sick animals), “prophylactic use” (to prevent disease), and “subtherapeutic use” (to promote growth)).

305. NRDC, 760 F.3d at 153 n.5 (“‘Subtherapeutic’ uses are those that seek ‘increased rate of [weight] gain, disease prevention[,] etc.,’ as opposed to uses to treat illnesses or other pathological conditions. Other sources prefer the term ‘nontherapeutic,’ for the same meaning.”) (citation omitted).

for human health, and must withdraw approval for animal drugs if evidence emerges that they pose risks to human health. 307 The withdrawal process can be contentious and lengthy. The FDA has identified the cost and time of the withdrawal process as a key reason for its failure to withdraw approvals. 308 Many other countries have taken aggressive steps to reduce antibiotic use in farm animal production by banning or restricting antibiotic use for growth promotion, 309 yet the FDA has not withdrawn approval for the bulk of the antibiotics in use for farm animals. 310 Instead, it issued nonbinding recommendations encouraging manufacturers to stop marketing and farmers to stop administering antibiotics for growth promotion. 311 These documents encourage farmers to use antibiotics only for therapeutic uses (i.e., “uses that are considered necessary . . . for animal health”) under the oversight of a veterinarian. 312 In addition, the FDA updated its reporting system to get better annual data on sales and distribution of antibiotics for use in different species of animals. 313


308. See NRDC, 760 F.3d at 180 (“The FDA argues that the formal withdrawal process contemplated by the statute can be expensive and time-consuming, and that its voluntary compliance strategy will reach the same result more quickly and at lower cost.”).


310. Aguirre, An International Model, supra note 302, at 297 (“Forty years after threatening to withdraw approval for subtherapeutic use of antibiotics, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration . . . has failed to follow through, instead promulgating a set of voluntary guidelines for industry to follow.”); Heinzerling, supra note 302, at 1011 (describing how, in 1977, the FDA proposed to withdraw approval for penicillin and tetracycline use in food animals, but that it eventually withdrew its hearing notice and stated that “voluntary measures by the animal feed industry were a better idea”).

311. See GUIDANCE FOR INDUSTRY #209: THE JUDICIOUS USE OF MEDICALLY IMPORTANT ANTIMICROBIAL DRUGS IN FOOD-PRODUCING ANIMALS, U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN. CTR. FOR VETERINARY MED. 21–22 (2012), https://www.fda.gov/downloads/AnimalVeterinary/GuidanceComplianceEnforcement/GuidanceforIndustry/UCM216936.pdf [https://perma.cc/3UHE-H7TC] (providing a voluntary framework to reduce the use of medically-important antibiotics in animal production by focusing on two principles: (1) limiting use of such drugs to those that are needed for animal health, and (2) limiting use of such drugs to instances with veterinary oversight); GUIDANCE FOR INDUSTRY #213: NEW ANIMAL DRUGS AND NEW ANIMAL DRUG COMBINATION PRODUCTS ADMINISTERED IN OR ON MEDICATED FEED OR DRINKING WATER OF FOOD-PRODUCING ANIMALS: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DRUG SPONSORS FOR VOLUNTARILY ALIGNING PRODUCT USE CONDITIONS WITH GFI #209, U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN. CTR. FOR VETERINARY MED. 10–17 (2013), https://www.fda.gov/downloads/AnimalVeterinary/GuidanceComplianceEnforcement/GuidanceforIndustry/UCM299624.pdf [https://perma.cc/ZC6F-ACGG] (explaining how new animal drug sponsors can voluntarily comply with the principles outlined in GFI #209).


The ongoing use of antibiotics in animal production has huge implications for health and safety. Notably, the failure to regulate broader food safety issues makes narrow food safety issues much worse. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates that antibiotic-resistant bacteria and fungi sicken over two million Americans every year, resulting in more than 23,000 deaths per year.314 According to the CDC, these antibiotic-resistant infections are particularly concerning because they require longer, more costly treatments than other foodborne illnesses and result in greater disability and death than infections that can be treated with antibiotics.315 Further, if antibiotics do not work as well or at all, many common or routine illnesses or infections that we can easily treat today will, in the future, potentially be deadly.316

3. Food System Workers and the Spread of Foodborne Illness

More robust regulation of food system working conditions could also promote narrow food safety. In the absence of such regulation, narrow food safety rules can be self-defeating. Food workers are a source of contamination. As mentioned above, rules related to handwashing and excluding sick workers are common sense. Indeed, employee hygiene practices are one of the leading causes of foodborne illness.317 But, implemented in isolation from consideration of worker protection, they can be counterproductive.

The FDA’s Preventive Controls Rule emphasizes the need to isolate sick workers from food production.318 Similarly, the FDA Food Code requires that employees report specific illnesses, including hepatitis A and norovirus, even if there is a confirmed disease case in their household and the employee herself is not sick.319 It also requires excluding symptomatic employees from food establishments, particularly those serving highly susceptible populations.320 Yet such rules, without parallel rules ensuring that hourly wage employees can get paid sick leave, gives workers strong incentives to hide their illnesses.321

315. Id. at 11.
316. See id. at 37.
318. See, e.g., 21 C.F.R. § 117.10(a) (2016) (requiring that anyone who appears to be sick “be excluded from any operations which may be expected to result in [microbial] contamination”).
320. See id. § 2-201.12 (requiring employees be restricted from the work area who demonstrate a range of symptoms or have a variety of diagnoses).
An employee who properly reports may have to miss twenty-four hours or more of work. This example is different from the rest because it deals not with health risks but with economic justice. But it follows the same pattern that narrow food safety is undermined by a policy that focuses on the direct cause of narrow food safety risk—employee food contact—and not on the structural feature of the food system that creates the circumstances leading to contact between food and sick employees.

4. Food Industry Structure and the Magnification of Foodborne Illness

An important feature underlying narrow food safety regulation is its focus on individual farms, food processors, and food products. Many of the examples discussed earlier in Part II.C reflect this pattern, wherein food safety regulation looks only at the moment of contamination of particular food products. Each example above demonstrates that this approach misses underlying causes of narrow food safety risk that stem from intermediate food safety (Part II.C.1) and broad food safety (Parts II.C.2 & 3). In addition, this approach to narrow food safety ignores how the structure and scale of the food system itself might exacerbate foodborne illness risks.

Sociologists Diana Stuart and Michelle Worosz have linked industrialization—in particular "large-scale production, profit-orientation, and technological optimism"—to "widespread outbreaks of foodborne illness." Stuart and Worosz describe agglomeration practices in the meat processing and leafy greens industries that magnify risks that might otherwise have narrower reaches. In part because both industries rely on processing large quantities of greens or beef from many farms, both expand the potential reach of contamination from an individual farm. For example, a 2011 Listeria outbreak infected 147 people across twenty-eight states and contributed to thirty-three...
The outbreak was traced to a single packing facility in Colorado. Similarly, in 2006, an *E. coli* outbreak that infected 199 people across twenty-six states was traced to one manufacturing facility, and evidence suggested that all the contaminated products were processed in a single day.

The FSMA addresses these consolidation-related risks by emphasizing traceability. Traceability makes it easier to respond to outbreaks, but it has only an indirect role in preventing outbreaks. Because traceability increases the potential of getting caught, it may deter food producers from acting negligently. But traceability does not deal directly with the fact that agglomeration magnifies risk in ways that lie beyond the responsibility of individual players in the food system. Moreover, because the FDA’s Produce Safety and Preventive Controls Rules impose disproportionately higher costs on small-scale farms and food businesses, they may in fact exacerbate consolidation in food production ownership. A USDA assessment of the FDA’s cost benefit analysis concluded that compliance costs will hit small producers the hardest—“very small” farms will face costs up to 6.8 percent of revenue; whereas “large” farms will face compliance costs just below 1 percent. The FSMA created an exemption for farms that receive most of their revenue from sales to “qualified end users,” meaning consumers, restaurants, or retailers within the state or within 275 miles, and it authorized the FDA to provide an exemption for “very small” farms, which the FDA later defined as farms selling less than $25,000 in produce per year. Yet, even eligible farmers may not take advantage of these exemptions because of pressure from buyers and insurers.

---


328. Id.


332. Id.; Produce Safety Final RIA, supra note 205, at 101–02 tbl.34 (FDA’s estimated per-farm compliance costs were $5,872 for “very small” farms and $24,683 for “small” farms.).

333. See 21 U.S.C. § 350h(f). This amendment exempts “small” farms (farms with less than $500,000 of annual revenue) that receive more than 50 percent of their revenue from sales to qualified end-users (defined as consumers, restaurants, or retailers within the same states as the farm or within 275 miles). See id.

334. 21 U.S.C. § 350h(a)(1)(B); 21 C.F.R. § 112.4 (2017) (providing an exemption for farms that sold less than $25,000 in produce per year).

335. See supra notes 129–139 (describing the influence of private governance and buyer preference on farmer behavior).
analogous situation in the livestock industry. In 2000, small and very small slaughter and processing plants faced implementation of a set of food safety rules similar to those in the FSMA’s Preventive Controls Rule. The increased regulatory burden produced a significant loss of small and mid-sized facilities.

III. IMPLEMENTING THE NEW FOOD SAFETY

As Part II demonstrates, the primacy of narrow food safety in our regulatory system in fact undermines public health. Siloing various food system risks makes it harder to allocate resources and assess tradeoffs. A new, more comprehensive definition of food safety, one that addresses safety across the food system, could mitigate these concerns.

A. Defining Food System Safety

As the first step toward more rational, effective, and efficient food-related health regulation, we call for a reconceptualization of food safety as “Food System Safety.” The risks associated with narrow, intermediate, and broad food safety all stem from the same characteristics of the food system—the ways in which food is produced, distributed, consumed, and thrown away. Because these risks all share root causes, regulating in one area affects the others directly.

Although adopting this definition does not immediately resolve the challenges raised in Part II—unaccounted-for tradeoffs among the traditional silos of food-related health risks and gaps in regulation of food-related health risks—it provides a platform from which resolution might be easier.

The unified definition offers two distinct benefits over the traditional definition. First, a unified definition establishes the appropriate scope for a tradeoff analysis. “Scoping” is essential in the context of affirmative regulatory decisions, e.g., how to set standards and what costs and benefits to include in an economic impact assessment. For instance, a unified definition would invite more robust inquiry into a proposed narrow food safety regulation’s impacts on public health. Scoping is also important in the context of initial decisions about allocation of regulatory resources. For example, a decision about a new narrow food safety regulation would invite conversation about whether new investment in narrow food safety is appropriate in light of under-investment in nutrition. Of course, a broader definition does not ensure that regulators will accurately or
fully account for all tradeoffs in individual regulatory decisions, and the definition itself would not guarantee any particular outcome. But, at a minimum, it would set up a hurdle to investment in narrow food safety without consideration of these other aspects of food system health.

Second, a unified definition invites a broader range of participants into regulatory debates. Definitions often control who participates in the decision-making process. Increased participation can improve the quality of decisions by educating decision makers, by educating citizens, and by increasing public buy-in in decisions. For instance, an environmental organization with limited bandwidth to participate in rulemaking processes might be less likely to invest resources in rulemaking addressing narrow food safety than in one addressing Food System Safety. The FSMA rulemaking process, though it had significant environmental implications, drew few environmental commenters in part because of the rule was framed solely as a narrow food safety issue.

Both of these advantages point to an underlying core problem in food regulation: lack of access to information. Information barriers hinder both regulators attempting to develop and implement systemic policies and consumers attempting to choose among individual food products. A broader definition of food safety is a first step toward improving data. It invites more comprehensive analysis and broader participation in decision-making by regulators, and it also invites consumers to consider the interrelated nature of food system issues so that they may demand information that takes those interactions seriously rather than remaining unidimensional.

Currently, detailed data exists only for some categories of food safety. Indeed, in our analysis in Part II we identify a number of areas where our work was hindered by lack of available data. For example, there is no comprehensive data on the costs of food system environmental impacts. Adopting Food System Safety as a regulatory priority could spur the data gathering mechanisms of the federal government—including the GAO and the USDA’s Economic Research

338. Weiss, supra note 8, at 98 (explaining that a problem definition can “invite[ ] participation by some political actors and devalue[ ] the involvement of others”).


340. See Pollans, FDA and the Environment, supra note 91.

341. Consumers interested in using information to choose among food products on the basis of personal health, environmental impact, supply chain equity, or animal welfare face a number of barriers. First, consumers are often inundated with too much information that they do not have the tools to sort through. Second, the regulatory landscape around food labeling is complicated and can generate confusion. See, e.g., SILVERGLADE & HELLER, supra note 60, at VI-1 (describing the “chaos” of food labels). Finally, current methods for measuring impacts in each of these areas are limited, so measures that are available can be misleading. Czarnecki, Pollans & Main, supra note 86, at 1008–21 (listing shortcomings of current impact valuation methods and considering normative limits to use of eco-labeling to achieve food system change).
Service. It could also lead to NIH and USDA investment in academic research in these areas. Improved data would in turn improve the capacity of federal agencies to assess regulatory decisions within the framework of Food System Safety.

Why persist with the word “safety” rather than rename the problem entirely? Food safety, as we discuss in Part I, has intuitive appeal and conveys urgency. And although policymakers have historically defined the term narrowly, there is at least some evidence that consumers have not always done so. For instance, an early 1980s Food Marketing Institute (FMI) survey found that “[a]lthough pollsters and food professionals distinguish between nutritional content and food safety, the public doesn’t.” A more recent study, a collaboration between Deloitte, FMI, and the Grocery Manufacturers Association, showed that a shift in consumer perspectives “has led to a blurring of lines” between nutrition-related health concerns and safety-related health concerns. The study found that 41 percent of consumers surveyed said they considered “nutritional content” when they “think about safe food and beverages.”

The story is different for broad, as opposed to intermediate, food safety concerns. Consumers typically treat broad food safety concerns as issues of “social impact.” Although consumers, especially younger populations,

---


343. We might, for instance, rename the primary problem with a phrase we have used a number of times throughout this Article: food system health risks. This name is descriptively accurate and is useful in establishing the outer bounds of the problem, but it lacks the urgency and specificity of the phrase “food safety.”

344. Lecos, supra note 11, at 388.


346. Id. at 17 & 17 fig.17. The survey question asked consumers to select which of the following criteria they believe are the top five attributes of safety: “free of harmful elements” (62% said yes); “clear and accurate labeling” (51%); “clear information” (47%); “fewer ingredients” (42%); and “nutritional content” (41%). Id. Although fewer consumers selected nutritional content than any of the other categories, the other four are tied more directly to traditional food safety.

347. Id. at 18 & 18 fig.18. The survey itself characterized “environmental responsibility” and “fair treatment of workers” as “social impact” issues. Id. 48 percent of consumers selected “fair treatment of workers” as a reason for selecting a retailer, and 39 percent selected “environmental responsibility.” Id.
increasingly identify social impact issues as relevant to their purchasing decisions, social responsibility is significantly less important than personal ingestion-related health.\textsuperscript{348} The move to consider environmental protection and workplace safety alongside nutrition and narrow food safety thus requires a shift from the existing dominant consumer perspective.

Beyond the consumer perspective, a growing number of scholars and advocates are calling for a new approach that incorporates consumer health needs with the cradle-to-grave health concerns of Food System Safety.\textsuperscript{349} This approach recognizes the various interrelated public health aspects of the entire food system. For instance, the American Public Health Association explains:

In the United States, obesity and diet-related chronic disease rates are escalating, while the public’s health is further threatened by rising antibiotic resistance; chemicals and pathogens contaminating our food, air, soil and water; depletion of natural resources; and climate change. These threats have enormous human, social, and economic costs that are growing, cumulative, and unequally distributed. These issues are all related to food—what we eat and how it is produced.\textsuperscript{350}

A new food safety regime offers an opportunity to incorporate this approach into our legal infrastructure. In the following Sections, we offer a variety of paths forward for operationalizing Food System Safety. These proposals outline institutional structures and procedures that might facilitate its adoption, with the ongoing goal of advocating for a new approach to food system health risks that does not strictly silo nutrition, environmental protection, and workplace safety from food safety regulation.

\textsuperscript{348} 81 percent of consumers surveyed were willing to pay more for healthier foods, but only 5 percent of consumers surveyed identified social impact as a “driver” in purchasing decisions. \textit{Id}. at 16, 18, 19. Another study found that 79 percent of consumers “are willing to pay more . . . for fruits and vegetables produced by workers who earned a living wage and were treated fairly.” \textit{Food Labels Survey: 2016 Nationally-Representative Phone Survey, Consumer Rep. Nat’l. Res. Ctr. 6} (2016), https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_events/975753/cr_intro_and_2016_food_survey.pdf \[https://perma.cc/TM3L-MHFV\].

\textsuperscript{349} See, e.g., C. Francis et al., \textit{Agroecology: The Ecology of Food Systems}, 22 \textit{J. SUSTAINABLE AGRIC.} 99, 99 (2003) (arguing that that definition of agroecology should encompass ecological, economic, and social perspectives); see also Nicholas Freudenberg et al., \textit{Can a Food Justice Movement Improve Nutrition and Health? A Case Study of the Emerging Food Movement in New York City}, 88 \textit{J. URBAN HEALTH} 623, 629 (2011) (grouping environmental, equity, and health issues). Even mainstream institutions such as the National Institute of Medicine and the National Research Council have embraced this approach. See \textit{Malden C. Nesheim et al., Institute of Medicine & National Research Council, A Framework for Assessing Effects of the Food System 89} (2015) (“Food system interventions are more likely to succeed if they are informed by an understanding of the intrinsic dynamics associated with public health, environmental, and social and economic outcomes, and an appreciation that their interactions are nonlinear and not always readily predicted.”).

B. Paths to Address Food System Safety

Operationalizing Food System Safety requires making substantive changes to the current risk assessment criteria. In this Section, we first consider the FDA’s own authority and capacity to adopt Food System Safety. Although the agency has broad authority on paper, it does not have a strong track record for robust implementation, even within the realm of narrow food safety. Next, we look at institutional changes that could improve agency decision making with regard to Food System Safety. We explore the possibility of improved coordination and shared goal-setting among federal agencies that are responsible for narrow food safety and those that are responsible for other aspects of Food System Safety. With a broader view of Food System Safety and a method for cross-agency coordination, these agencies can take a more holistic approach to risk regulation. The advantage of this approach is that it allows for attention to Food System Safety without demanding significant change from the agencies focused on narrow food safety. Finally, we consider creation of a unified Food System Safety agency, whose mandate would encompass the full scope of food safety. Although this option perhaps has the greatest potential to achieve the substantive goals set out in this paper, it is also the least politically feasible.

1. FDA Discretion

Although more significant change within the FDA would require statutory amendment, the agency has some leeway to engage in its own reform. Such changes within the FDA could elevate the importance of addressing intermediate risks in tandem with narrow risks. They would be less useful, however, for incorporating consideration of broad food safety risks; for these risks, agency level changes might improve tradeoff analyses but would be unlikely to make significant inroads into resource allocation issues. We conclude that some


352. None of the paths laid out in this Section include a strategy for overcoming the political, cultural, and economic barriers to more robust health regulation that we identified in Part I.B. Instead, we optimistically rely on three trends to help facilitate these changes: growing consumer interest in nutrition and social impacts of food, increasing awareness among policymakers about the interconnections of the food system, and heightening urgency related to climate change and to rising health care costs, for food system change.

353. In fact, we recommend that Congress not grant the FDA full authority over broad food safety. The FDA’s expertise lies in ingestion-related harm. Some limited authority over environmental
internal reforms are legally possible, but that the FDA’s history and funding make such an approach challenging.

On paper, the FDCA’s definition of food safety is broad. In the food context, it defines “safe” by “reference to the health of man or animal.” Although a variety of more specific regulatory directives task the FDA with prioritizing ingestion-related safety concerns, and microbial contamination in particular, the FDA could nevertheless use its sweeping rulemaking authority to promulgate a regulatory definition of food safety that incorporated the full range of Food System Safety concerns. Such a definition would not, of course, provide a new source of regulatory authority, but it might shape agency priority setting and analysis within the existing realms of its power.

Overall, the FDA has significant discretion over priority setting and allocation of resources. It could use that discretion to decrease narrow food safety spending, currently about 98 percent of its food budget, and increase nutrition spending, currently about two percent of its food budget. It could also begin to prioritize cumulative ingestion-related risks by setting and evaluating progress towards program measures for its nutrition-related objectives.

The FDA could, within its current authority, use more aggressive regulatory tools to address nutrition. A variety of issues that we identify as areas of nutrition under-regulation—such as animal antibiotics, GRAS additives, and sugar overconsumption—fall within the FDA’s power. After redefining food safety, the agency might be empowered to prioritize these issues and use the command and control regulatory tools typically used for narrow food safety to address them. For instance, it could withdraw or restrict approvals of animal antibiotics used for growth promotion, and begin a robust enforcement program of misuse. It could also consider whether sugar is GRAS, potentially determine that it is not, and trigger a food additives petition for sugar that would allow the agency to cap levels of added sugar.

Within individual agency decisions, the FDA might also take advantage of its obligations to engage in cost benefit and environmental impact analyses to better manage tradeoffs between narrow food safety and broad food safety. Although our analysis above suggests that the FDA has not historically used these tools in this way, a broader agency-level definition of food safety could serve as a jumping off point for consideration of both ancillary public health costs of approaches to narrow food safety and of potential co-benefits of different narrow food safety strategies. For instance, rather than prioritize sterilization of workplace safety impacts might be appropriate, see Pollans, FDA and the Environment, supra note 91, but FDA is not well-situated to implement a comprehensive mandate in this area.

354. 21 U.S.C. § 321(u) (2012). This definition applies to food additives (§ 321(s) and § 348), new animal drugs (§ 360b and § 360c), and color additives (§ 379e).

355. As discussed in Part IIA, the FDA currently allocates the vast majority of its food safety and nutrition-related budget to food safety, and, while it articulates numerous nutrition goals, it does not dedicate significant financial resources to them.

farm environments, a new food safety definition might result in prioritizing healthy microbial diversity, which can both increase soil fertility and combat microbial contamination of produce.

Although the FDA could do more, its potential to act on its own, even if it had the political will to do so, is limited. The agency has little regulatory authority in some of the key policy arenas—such as CAFO management—that are essential to Food System Safety. Further, lack of resources at the FDA has been a persistent problem, and many have critiqued the agency for its limited enforcement even in areas within the narrow food safety mission.\textsuperscript{357} Lastly, the primacy of the agency’s narrow food safety mission, while somewhat flexible, is also deeply imbedded in its statutory mandates, its regulations, and its expertise. Shifting this regulatory momentum may require an external force. The next two sections consider possible external forces.

2. A National Food Strategy

Because Food System Safety does not map directly onto the policy goals of any one federal agency, we consider the possible benefits of interagency coordination.\textsuperscript{358} With adequate mechanisms for coordination and clear regulatory priorities, such an approach might serve to encourage individual agencies to regulate with Food System Safety in mind. Creation of a US national food strategy could allow other agencies with expertise and political will to act on other food system safety issues to engage with FDA in decision making.

There are many tools that the President or Congress can use in service of interagency coordination. Scholars Jody Freeman and Jim Rossi catalogue these into four main categories: (1) “interagency consultation”; (2) “interagency agreements”; (3) “joint policymaking”; and (4) “Presidential management of coordination,” which includes “councils, task forces, and high-level offices . . . aimed at promoting interagency ‘collaboration.’”\textsuperscript{359} A national food strategy could use these tools to bring together partners with expertise and political will to engage with FDA in decision making.

\textsuperscript{357} See supra note 351 (citing several reports critiquing FDA’s enforcement record). In addition, after Congress passed FSMA, there was widespread concern that the agency had insufficient financial resources to implement it. See, e.g., Ron Nixon, Funding Gap Hinders Law for Ensuring Food Safety, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 7, 2015), https://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/08/us/food-safety-laws-funding-is-far-below-estimated-requirement.html [https://perma.cc/P6ZK-8N8L] (noting that for 2011–2015 Congress had appropriated less than half the amount that the Congressional Budget Office estimated the agency would need to implement the statute). Despite a significant increase to the agency’s budget in 2016, concerns remain about adequate funding. See Michael Taylor, Unfinished Business: Keeping the Focus on Food Safety, FOOD SAFETY NEWS (July 9, 2018), https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2018/07/unfinished-business-keeping-the-focus-on-food-safety/ [https://perma.cc/3DH7-5BQA] (critiquing the Trump administration for not seeking to increase funding for FSMA implementation); Joseph James Whitworth, Congress Approves Increased Food Safety Funding, FOOD NAVIGATOR (Jan. 5, 2016), https://www.foodnavigator.com/Article/2016/01/05/FDA-food-safety-activities-get-funding-boost# [https://perma.cc/83JJ-XHYM] (describing funding increase of over $100 million).

\textsuperscript{358} See Freeman & Rossi, supra note 10, at 1151 (explaining the benefits of “shared regulatory space”).

\textsuperscript{359} Id. at 1155, 1157, 1173, 1176.
strategy could use several of these tools—including interagency consultation, the creation of a White House office, or an interagency council or working group— to redefine food safety and pull together the fragmented regulatory regime. Potential benefits of this approach would be to “reduce administrative redundancy, increase legislative and agency coordination, and improve health, economic, and environmental outcomes.” Implementation of a national food strategy would also allow an opportunity to assess and prioritize where tradeoffs are necessary between competing agency goals or food system priorities.

Several other countries, including the United Kingdom and Brazil, have formed national food strategies to address similar challenges. For instance, the UK’s national food strategy, *Food 2030*, responds to calls “for better integration of food policy across [the UK’s] Government and for the need to address “the big food challenges—sustainability, security, and health.” The strategy stresses the importance of the commitment to continuous improvements in narrow food safety, but views it in balance with a range of goals, including addressing diet-related disease, ensuring consumer access to healthy and affordable foods, reducing waste, and increasing sustainability by better managing impacts on the ecosystem.

The United States has used national strategies to address a multitude of other complex issues. These national strategies often rely on an organizing entity, such as a single office in the executive branch, an interagency working group, or some combination of the two. Often, these strategies include input from experts in the form of advisory councils. One example is the National HIV/AIDS President’s Advisory Council, “which consist[ed] of diverse members[], including activists and doctors,” and provided input on the development of the National HIV/AIDS Strategy. Such a cross-agency structure could be particularly beneficial in the Food System Safety context, as an interagency

---

360. EMILY BROAD LEIB ET AL., BLUEPRINT FOR A NATIONAL FOOD STRATEGY: EVALUATING THE POTENTIAL FOR A NATIONAL FOOD STRATEGY IN THE UNITED STATES 10 (2017) [hereinafter BROAD LEIB ET AL., BLUEPRINT].
361. Id. at 21.
362. See id. at 14.
364. See id. The strategy identifies “six core issues for the food system”: (1) “[e]ncouraging people to eat a healthy, sustainable diet”; (2) “[e]nsuring a resilient, profitable and competitive food system”; (3) “[i]ncreasing food production sustainably”; (4) “[r]educing the food system’s greenhouse gas emissions”; (5) “[r]educing, reusing and reprocessing waste”; and (6) “[i]ncreasing the impact of skills, knowledge, research and technology.” Id. at 9.
365. See BROAD LEIB ET AL., BLUEPRINT, supra note 360, at 46–47 (discussing dedicated offices and “czars” and interagency working groups and advisory councils). Examples of interagency working groups include the National Strategy for Combating Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria’s Task Force, the National Quality Strategy’s Interagency Working Group on Healthcare Quality, and the Interagency Working Group on Environmental Justice. Id. at 38–39.
366. Id. at 47–48.
working group can bring together relevant expertise to ensure that agency actions properly account for any tradeoffs. It can also help chart a course for policies that provide for the greatest risk reduction, rather than achieving a reduction in narrow food safety at the expense of greater risk in intermediate or broad food safety.

In the context of narrow food safety, the US has taken small steps toward interagency coordination. In 2009, President Obama launched the Food Safety Working Group, which attempted to improve coordination between the USDA and the FDA. The group stopped meeting in 2011 after concluding there were “other collaborative mechanisms” in place that negated the need for additional meetings. Yet, according to a GAO report on high-risk areas of US government operations, these “existing mechanisms” for promoting regulatory coordination fail to provide opportunities for “broad-based, centralized collaboration” between agencies in order to formulate long-term food safety goals and a performance plan to reach those goals. No further attempts have been made to coordinate or address tradeoffs across the food system.

Over the past four decades, GAO flagged the issue of fragmentation of the US food safety system, including at times calling for a single food safety agency or recommending the creation of a government-wide food safety performance plan. Most recently, in 2017, GAO began calling for a national food safety strategy to address the challenges of fragmentation. It noted, “complex interagency and intergovernmental efforts, which could include food safety, can benefit from developing a national strategy and establishing a focal

---

368. Id. at 264–65.
369. Id. at 265–66. The report found that FDA and FSIS have numerous coordination mechanisms, but they are issue specific, and “none provides for broad-based, centralized collaboration. For example, FDA and FSIS are collaborating with CDC through the Interagency Food Safety Analytics Collaboration to improve estimates of the most common sources of foodborne illnesses.” Id. The report concludes that “without a centralized collaborative mechanism on food safety—like the FSWG—there is no forum for agencies to reach agreement on a set of broad-based food safety goals and objectives that could be articulated in a government-wide performance plan on food safety.” Id.
point with sufficient time, responsibility, authority and resources to lead the effort." 373

Although the GAO analysis focuses only on narrow food safety, the creation of such a strategy also presents an opportunity to coordinate regulation of the full scope of Food System Safety. GAO is not the first to call for a national food strategy, and other commentators have conceptualized the scope of the strategy even more broadly. 374 Calls for a more coordinated and strategic approach to US food system priorities increased markedly in the lead up to the 2016 election. 375

A variety of tools for interagency coordination might improve efficiency and efficacy of federal regulation of food safety. Regardless of the mechanism for coordination, however, the effort should focus not on narrow food safety or on any other isolated food system risk. The effort must begin with a comprehensive definition of food safety. Even absent broader congressional directives for regulation of nutrition, environmental protection, and workplace safety, such a coordination effort could, at a minimum, ensure that efforts to improve narrow food safety were not counterproductive and did not exacerbate these other categories of risk.

3. A Unified Food System Safety Agency

Reorganization of federal food agencies has long been a popular topic within the food law community. 376 As noted earlier, fifteen federal agencies share responsibility for administering at least thirty food-related laws. 377 Often,
agency authority to regulate food safety is overlapping and confusing. Both the FDA and EPA, for example, have some authority over pesticide use.\textsuperscript{378} The FDA has authority to regulate antibiotic use in raising livestock,\textsuperscript{379} yet the USDA determines whether meat producers can claim “no antibiotics added” on product labeling.\textsuperscript{380} Another commonly-cited example of this overlap is frozen pizza: the FDA regulates frozen cheese pizza, but the USDA regulates frozen pepperoni pizza.\textsuperscript{381} Distributing authority in this way interferes with the opportunity for an effective, holistic assessment of risk across the system because at present no single agency can regulate the entire lifecycle of a food product through production, processing, distribution, and labeling, to ultimate consumption and disposal.

Because so many agencies play a role in ensuring the safety of food throughout its lifecycle, GAO includes fragmented federal oversight of food safety in its “High Risk List” of “agencies and program areas that are high risk due to their vulnerabilities to fraud, waste, abuse, and mismanagement, or are most in need of transformation.”\textsuperscript{382} Many have proposed consolidation into a single agency.\textsuperscript{383} In 2015, Representative Rosa DeLauro and Senator Dick

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item[378.] The EPA has exclusive authority over pesticide registration and approval. 7 U.S.C. § 136(a) (2012). It also sets pesticide residue levels. 21 U.S.C. § 346a(b)(1) (2012). FDA enforces pesticide residue levels and sets action levels for pesticides that have no established residue levels. Enforcement Activities on Misuse of Pesticides and Pesticide Contamination of Food, Notice of Agreement Between the Food and Drug Administration and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 40 Fed. Reg. 25,078 (June 12, 1975) (memorializing a Memorandum of Understanding between the two agencies); Hutt et al., supra note 7, at 634 (describing allocation of pesticide authority).
  \item[379.] 21 U.S.C. § 360(b).
  \item[381.] See Lisa Heinzerling, Divide and Confound: The Relationship Between Transparency, Public Health, and Regulatory Authority in the National Food System, in Food and Drug Regulation in an Era of Globalized Markets 125, 126 (Sam Halabi ed., 2015) (discussing FDA and USDA’s authority over different types of frozen pizza).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Durbin introduced the Safe Food Act, which would have created a new executive-level food safety agency combining many of the same functions. President Obama’s fiscal year 2016 budget proposal called for consolidation of the food safety-related USDA and FDA functions into a single agency that would sit within the Department of Health and Human Services. In 2018, President Trump proposed to consolidate food safety functions into a single “Federal Food Safety Agency” within the USDA.

A consolidated agency can serve to prioritize a salient issue of national importance. Two prominent examples demonstrate this point. First, in 1970, President Nixon proposed and Congress approved a plan to create the EPA to improve upon the previously piecemeal approach to environmental protection. Indeed, Congress made an explicit decision to keep environmental functions grouped on their own, separate from natural resource extraction oversight functions. Lawmakers were concerned that an agency combining environmental protection and resource extraction would dilute environmental interests by requiring regulators to balance those interests with resource interests. Second, as a result of the September 11, 2001 attacks, Congress formed the Department of Homeland Security by drawing together components of several preexisting agencies into “a new mega-agency.” In both cases, the goal of consolidation was to ensure that a single priority issue had a regulatory champion who was able to examine all aspects of the issue without the burden of attempting to engage in interagency coordination.

---

384. See Safe Food Act of 2015, S. 287, 114th Cong. (2015). This bill was not taken up by any committee, and no similar legislation was re-introduced in the subsequent Congress.


389. See id.

Reorganization of food safety into a single agency along the lines of existing proposals could magnify the emphasis on narrow food safety by further entrenching the same narrow food safety focus and priorities in a new food safety agency. As with existing efforts to improve cross-agency coordination, calls for consolidation of agency functions have focused almost exclusively on narrow food safety. Consolidation of only narrow food safety functions, instead of all Food System Safety functions, would further elevate narrow food safety and could exacerbate the problems described in Part II. A single narrow food safety agency would give that issue greater precedence over other food system safety issues that do not have such strong regulatory centers, and would limit opportunities to balance the risks endemic to the food system.

Even with a Food System Safety mandate, a single agency might continue to prioritize narrow food safety because of widely-held beliefs about what constitutes “food safety.” Under its current framework, the FDA prioritizes narrow food safety even where it has the discretion to incorporate other considerations such as nutrition. Results from narrow food safety regulation are relatively easy to measure and highly salient to both consumers and regulated industry. Thus, consolidation alone will not resolve the challenges we have identified. Instead, consolidation of functions must be accompanied by an express and enforceable directive to give adequate attention to risks beyond narrow food safety and adequate resources to address the full scope of food system risk.

A single agency with a mandate that extends beyond narrow food safety could fill existing regulatory gaps relating to many aspects of nutrition, environmental protection, and workplace safety. Further, providing a single

391. See, e.g., Safe Food Act of 2015, S. 287, 114th Cong. (2015) (enumerating the functions that should be included in the single food safety agency, all of which fall within traditional food safety); Food Safety: U.S. Needs a Single Agency to Administer a Unified, Risk-Based Inspection System: Testimony Before the Subcomm. on Oversight of Gov’t Mgmt., Restructuring and D.C. of the S. Comm. On Gov’t Affairs 2 (1999), https://www.gao.gov/assets/110/108064.pdf (describing the need for consolidation of food safety authority to address issues of foodborne illness like listeria in hot dogs and salmonella in eggs); Durbin, supra note 383, at 385 (supporting creation of a single food agency as “the greatest hope of reducing foodborne illnesses in this country”); Hammonds, supra note 383, at 428 (noting that a quintessential example of the need for a single agency is a food safety outbreak); Merrill & Francer, supra note 383, at 91–111 (describing all of the agency functions that would be combined into a single agency as the functions of FDA’s Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, USDA’s Food Safety and Inspection Service, and several other agencies that are focused on acute poisoning from: microbial contamination, controlling potentially toxic chemicals in food, inspection of food and processing plants, and tracking of foodborne illness; all of these are part of traditional food safety); Taylor, supra note 383, at 399 (noting that “reform should focus the system more effectively on prevention of foodborne illness”).

392. See Biber, supra note 8, at 12 (explaining that agencies with multiple goals will often prioritize “easily measured goals” over competing goals that are difficult to measure).

393. See supra Parts I.A & I.B (describing some of these regulatory gaps). As we discuss above, the current allocation of regulatory responsibility is not simply an instance of rational division of labor. Cf. Todd S. Aagaard, Environmental Law Outside the Canon, 89 Ind. L.J. 1239, 1298 (2014) (arguing that environmental law should include more “dispersed, relatively small programs that . . . integrate
agency with consolidated authority over Food System Safety would be responsive to the concern identified in Part II: namely, the interrelated nature of many food system health issues. 394 A single agency, given a food systemwide mandate, could coordinate multiple regulatory goals and balance tradeoffs among them.

Agency unification, however, is a costly and challenging prospect. 395 In 1989, the GAO estimated the costs of agency consolidation at between $447 and $477 million. 396 And, as Freeman and Rossi noted in their analysis of overlapping agency activity, “consolidation cannot be the answer to all of the problems posed by agencies’ sharing regulatory space.” 397 As they explained, “the choice of organizational form . . . may be less important for effectiveness than are coordination and information sharing.” 398

Thus, although much discussed, a significant overhaul of the food safety regulatory structure is unlikely. Because of the costs involved and the risks of further entrenching the narrow definition of food safety, a single food agency is both unlikely to occur and uncertain to succeed. Consolidation was first proposed in the 1970s, and despite revisiting food safety several times, Congress has never taken it up seriously. 399 Yet, consolidation of food safety regulation into a single Food System Safety agency, if done as we envision, could present an opportunity to reconceive of food safety, to reallocate broader food system regulatory responsibilities, and to reprioritize food safety regulatory spending.

CONCLUSION

The food system affects public health in many interrelated ways, but food system risk regulation is highly fragmented not just among numerous agencies but also into distinct policy silos. A new definition of Food System Safety would break down the policy silos of traditional food safety, nutrition, environmental protection, and workplace safety. It could also provide a framework for coordination or consolidation of fragmented agency authority.

---

394 See Biber, supra note 8, at 35 (describing why, despite the challenges facing multiple-goal agencies, a single agency, even one with multiple goals, would be better than dividing up the goals into separate agencies because “the result would be higher transaction costs for the coordination efforts”).


396 U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, GAO/HRD-89-142, FDA RESOURCES: COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT OF STAFFING, FACILITIES, AND EQUIPMENT NEEDED 5 (1989). No more recent estimate exists, but because governmental costs on the whole have risen, this number is likely higher today.

397 Freeman & Rossi, supra note 10, at 1152.

398 Id. at 1154.

399 Merrill & Francer, supra note 383, at 118–19 (discussing a 1977 report recommending consolidation of all food safety regulation under authority of the FDA).
Currently, narrow food safety regulation receives disproportionate attention measured by allocation of resources and by stringency of regulation. And current approaches to regulation of narrow food safety undermine nutrition, environmental protection, and workplace safety, and fail to account for opportunities for synergies among the categories in ways that are self-defeating.

A unified approach to narrow, intermediate, and broad food safety could facilitate the efficiency and effectiveness of food system risk regulation. Food System Safety provides a platform for more rational allocation of resources and evaluation of tradeoffs among competing priorities. It also opens the door for broader participation in priority setting and for production of information that could support improved tradeoff analysis. Whether it is implemented within the existing structure of federal agencies, by some type of interagency task force, or through a more systemic reorganization of food safety regulatory functions into a single Food System Safety agency, such a reorientation of food regulation is worthwhile, as it is essential to the health and function of the food system.